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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 20, 1902

VOLUME 16
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post, returned to the city on the train
this morning from the f.outh. Oh leaving; Washington, the ooctor visited his
old home In Maryland, and on concluding his visit there he returned to New
Mexico via the Southern railroad, making brief Ftops at Atlanta, Montgomery
City, Mobile and New Orleans, and
thence through Texas to El Paso. Tue
doctor, like Judge Baker and Mr. Mar.
ron. is of the opinion that Albuquerque
will get the military post if It is located anywhere in New Mexico.

HUE

Island Turned Over at
Noon.

Loubet is Visiting the Czar of
PATIENTS TOMORROW.
Russia, '
Sanitarium Will Receive Them

SECOND
A

ERUPTION

Narrow

Escape of

American Sailors.

A REVISED

and the hope of securing a reward of
$3,800 went
New Mexican.

LIST

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
Mrs. II. Li. Knond and daughter, who
were here during the winter for tne
health of tho little gin, left this morning for their home in Chicago. Mrs.
Louisa Thomas ahd Mrs. Ross Merrltt
were at the depot to see the lady and
pas
daughter safely on the

Two Hundred Killed or
Injured.
1

east-boun-

Burying the Dead at Frater- ville Mines.

A

Training School.
St. Joseph's sanitarium will begin to
Private Telegram Says the Boers receive patients tomorrow although Four Were Killed on a Construction
the formal opening of the Institution
will not take place until Decoration
Voted for Peace.
Train Wrecked.
day. Four sisters arrived on Saturday
and all are graduate trained nurses.
This makes six sisters at the instituPRESIDENTIAL
IN
NOMINATIONS.

at Llewellyn, but failed to hit him. To
bacco wan cu
The murderers
have fled into the mountains.
Miss Chaves Funeral.
The funeral services of Miss Vlc- orlan Chaves were held this morning
from the church of Immaculate Conception. It was an unusually well attended funeral and a large number of
friends accompanied the remains to
the cemetery.

NUMBER 150

WATERSPOUT

tion.

KENTUCKY.

Maxwell, special agent of
Gaynor and Greene Are In theHoward
Mutual Life Insurance compan.
and Darby Day, the manager of tho
Custody.
company for New Mexico, left the city

Brown and Cora Miller Reported Get
ting Along Nicely Are
They Married?
Dr. Cams, wno is attending Jamej
Brown and Cora Miller at their lodging
house on North lnird street, reports
the victims of Sunday morning's at
tempt at murder and suicide, as getting along nicely. Last night Brown
showed a weakness about his lungs.
caused from a collection of blood
thereabouts, but e rests well and to
day shows symptom 3 of pulling
through all right. Marshal McM'.llln
still maintains a guard over Brown,
and, as soon as he can be removed, he
will be tr.kui to the city building.
It is now stated, as an absolute fact,
that Brown was united In marriage to
the woman, and some of his friends
say that the ceremony was performed
In this city on February 10 last.

on a business trip last night. Thejr
will be absent a week or ten days.
Mrs. A. D. Whitson. of the Whltson
Injunctions Were Issued Against the
Music company, who visited the towns
along the Santa Fe Pacific in the In
Beef Trust.
terest of tho above company, has re
turned to the city. She reports tak
ing several orders for pianos.
THE SENATE.
Last night Mcrten Smith preached
on "Five b'lile Pictures ' of God s way
of salvation. His nietboj is by God's
Goliad, Texas, May 20. Ninety-twown sacrifice, as man can not save
dead and 103 injured is the result of himself. Several more
decided to bethe terrible work of Sunday's tornado. gin the Christion life. The
number of
This historic little city was literally
swept from end to nd by the rushing those dot ply Interested is Increasing.
winds and 150 houses were razed to
HE DRANK LYE.
the ground by the shock.
A revised list of dead among the
A special dispatch to the Denver
white people follows:
from Capltan, date of May 18,
Pinkie V. Lott, aged 2 years, daugh News,
ter of W. w. Lott; Marguerite Pope, says:
Demenclo Greglo, a prisoner in the
aged 4. daughter of Amy G. Pope;
Mrs. Mattle Johnson, aged 60; Mrs. J. jail at Lincoln, committed suicide this
J. Stople, aged DO; Sidney Stople, aged morning by drinking concentrated lye.
Gregio was sentenced at the April
18; Owen Stople, aged 9; Miss Myra
Hord, aged ii; Susie Hord, aged 20; term of the district court of this counJohn Agersteln; Marvin Agersteln, ty to one year in the penitentiary, for
aged 17; Alice Maddox, aged 17; Ruby horse setallng. He left a letter stating
Maddox. aged 3; intant 3 weeks old; that he was implicated in some misdoMrs. J. G. Hurt, aged 50; Olive Hurt; ings In the northern part of the terriMrs. Mary Haruison, aged 45; Regi- tory, to which death was preferable to
nald Harbison, a Ixiy; S. W. Dially; facing.
V. R. Savage, aged 6; Joseph Savage,
aged 8; Mrs. Smith, Rockport, Texas;
PROMOTIONS MADE.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Casey; Maud Casey,
aged 18; P. Harrlng, Sr.; Joel Ager
steln, child; Alvln Agersteln, child;
Fire Department Officers Confirmed
Ruby Agersteln, child
The remainder of the dead are
by the Council.
negroes. Of the hundred or more' In
jured it Is believed twenty will die.
In response to the appeal l Gov
RIGID ECONOMY NECESSARY.
ernor Sayers, subscriptions were
raised In many of the larger cities and
food and other necessities are now on
their way to Goliad. Tho Southern Pa
The city council .met last night in
clflc officials announce the road will regular session and Lou Hanlon was
transport all supplies free of charge.
made captain of the fire department to
Reports from various portions of the fill the vacancy caused
by the death of
state show the damage by the storm Eugene Sutherland.- - Irvin Hale was
was widespread. Two churches were made lieutenant and Virgil Scott, who
wrecked at Shiloh and several houses has been serving as extra man, was
were demolished.
At Ben Hur three made driver. Acting Chief Htibbs has
houses were destroyed and three per had Beven fires since he took charge.
sons are reported killed there. Johm
The finance committee estimate that
Gorman was seriously Injured at the expense for the year will exceed
Thorndale, where several houses were the income by $5,000, based on last
Sandoval and Falrneld re- year's
wrecked.
expenses. The committee,
port severe damage from the storm, through Alderman Grunsfeld. recombuildings
many
wrecked.
Truck mended economy. Mayor Myers spoke
and
gardens suffered at many points In of the need of rigid economy and In-

The sisters will at once open and
maintain a school for training nurses
Havana. May 20. The natal day of in connection with the sanitarium.
Fort De France, Monday, May 19.
the republic of Cuba found Havana ar- The school will be open to ail denom- The expedition sent to recover the
rayed like a queen. The entire pop- inations.
bodies of the American and British
ulation was reinforced by thousands of
consuls at St. Pierre, today nearly revisitors from abroad. The transfer of
sulted in a fearful horror. The vessels
SOLD THE BONDS.
taking part in the expedition were the
control of the island to the Cuban government occurred exactly at noon. School Board Sold the Bonds at $450 United States steamer Potomac and
General Wood personally lowered the
the British cruiser Indefatigable. The
Premium.
Potomac, under command of LieutenAmerican colors, flying from the roof
board
special
of
The
in
education
of the palace, which were saluted, and session last night, accepted the bid of ant Benjamin B. McCormick. arrived
with his own hand hoisted the Cuban N. W. Harris & Co.. of Chicago, for first, and at 11 o'clock in the morning
Tho I'nlnn revival mrteiine was held
flag, as the act of the United States,
landed working parties.
One party In the Lead Avenue church last night
purchase
$22,000
of
of
school
the
the
the veteran General Gomez assisting. bonds with. an option on the balance went west to the American consulate, Instead of in the tent. This was for
Senor Palina attached his signature to of the $35,000. The bonds bear 4Vfc per and the other, headed by Lieutenant the comfort of the people. Tonight
the document as president of the Cu- cent and a premium of $450 is paid. McCormick. went to the north end of the service will be In the tent as usual.
town, where the British consulate Everyliody invited. Remember that to
ban republic, after the exchange of
Several other bids were received.
congratulations.
stood. The lieutenant noticed a huge morrow night Merteu Smith speaks to
inwas
improvements
of
matter
The
General Wood and staff and the formally talked over and it was agreed column of smoke and gas pouring out men only.
American troops embarked immediate- that the four ward buildings must have of Pelee's crater. He rushed to. the
.r m. Mnireslev. who was at Los An
ly after the hoisting of the Cuban flag
the American consulate and orheating apparatus and the Second site of all
geles
boats.
to
Am
and the American war ships steamed new
The
the past two weeks, has returned
hands
the
dered
enbuildings
be
and Fourth ward
out the harbor.
erican sailors picked up the heavy to the city.
larged.
At the time the transfer took place
metallic coffin, containing the remains
of United States Consul Thomas T.
at Havana, General Whitside at SantiIN DISTRICT COURT.
ago turned over his authority to Jiis
WOOL AND SHEEP.
Prentis, and carried It to the loat. The
away
with
Cuban successor and sailed
American party was in imminent dan
ger. Meanwhile the Indefatigable ar
the American cavalry which has been
a garrison there.
rived off St. Pierre but left the shore, Judge Baker is Disposing of Cases
Good
Recent
Rains
Encourage
the
heading for the sea and blowing her
The actual transfer of the Island
Rapidly.
siren. A huge stream of molten mat
occurred In the audience room of the
Raisers
and
Buyers.
palace. The chamber Is today exactly
ter was injuring into the sea and the
whole sea was hideous, having turned
as it was when the Spaniards departa yellow green color; while what was
ed, except that the portraits of the capCASES FILED AND TRIED.
TALK WITH RANCHMEN.
apparently smoke was rushing from
tains general which hung up on its
walls are gone. They wereTaken back
the mountain. The detonations were
to Spain. Drawn up below. In the open
continuous and accompanied by a fear
This ninfnln ttio rn'un nf C W. Kunz
' J." II. Bearmp,' president of the Albu ful storm of lightning, thunder and
space of the plaza, were eight
against
Joe Badaraeco on an account
troops of the SeventUcavalry querque' Wool Scouring mills, who is rath.' New craters opened in Mont
$98.50 was heard by Judge Baker
with sabres at their heels'. Their kept on the move these days purchas- Pelee. Fortunately the wind kept the for
Iet7)rn a smrlal lurv selected for the
horses were already on board the ing wool, left last night for the range c'louds of smoke and gas from envelopof tnis particular case. The only
steamer that was to take them back to out west. These mills are among the ing the American and British warships trial
question involved was wneiner or noi
party.
working
coolness
The
or
the United States.
the
purchasers
of the southwest
extensive
th Dirniml hfcil hppn nprppil to and
Shortly lefore 11:40 a. m. those who
Ellas Garcia and Captain Woodhull, and courage of the American sailors acquiesced In byTne defendant. The
were to witness the ceremony began wno are interested in raising and pur were most noteworthy. The volcanic jury
ror me piainim
gave
to arrive in carriages through a street chasing sheep, were noticed in smiles mountain is apparently In greater ac for $119. a verdict
kept clear by the police. All the naval this morning. The fine rains in the ad- - tivity.
In the case of R. R. Ripley against
officers were arrayed in full uniform jacent mountains will bring forth good
Severe Inundations at Basse Pointe, the Cochltl
Gold Mining company, H.
gold
braid
Island,
resplendent
with
grass,
were
and
and they have reports to the on the northeast coast of this
presenrea
an aiiienueu
uwen
f.
away
Cubans
swept
morning,
The
plumed
chapeaux.
and
effect that lambing and shearing, now at 2 o'clock this
Navajo Gold
of
petition
the
with
buildings
suits
black
wore
frock
generally
in progress, will come up to the aver twenty houses. Fifty other
company and leave was given
Mining
They
pants.
and
age of the past few years.
were damaged by the flowing mud
white waist coats
file It.
formed a distinguished looking assemThe Citizen mentioned the arrival which swept over the valley De La to Tim suit nf Mvm M. Frost aeainst eastern Texas.
blage as they gathered in the audience home yesterday of Noa Ufeld. Louis Riviere. There was no loss of life. Ac- Paul Frost and others, a decree was
chamber. The ceremony itself was llfeld has also returned to the city cess to the ruins of St. Pierre is still granted as prayed tor.
WERE SENT BACK.
brief and simple. After formal greet- For the past month they were at their almost impossible, owing to the in
or
at
unaowicK
in
the
naries
rnfln
i
docuings. General Wood read the
sheep ranch, which Is located aliout tense clouds of cinders sweeping over Co. against L. B. Denhara, leave was Gaynor and Greene Remanded to the
mentary transfer prepared by the war eighty-fivmiles southwest of this city. the stricken town.
, Care of the Sheriff.
given to file a substituted answer.
govern"Lambing is fair," said Louis llfeld,
department, pledging the new
a nnmliur if now nulla were filed
May 20. Gaynor and Greene
Quebec,
At
Anain.
ment to immediately proclaim Its insti- "amounting to about 70 or 75 per cent.
a hearing before Judge Andrews
alter
St TlintnnR n W I., ttiav 20. At C Georee W. Johnston, as administrator
tution and the Piatt amendment con- Shearing is good, our spring clip nVlnM.- thin mnrnlnir
heavv detona of the estate or J. A. finical, com- were today remanded to the care of
tained in the appendix, and undertake amounting to about 100,000 pounds.
a suit against Mrs. Martha the sheriff of Quebec and with two de
all obligations assumed by tne United Just before lambing commenced, wo tions were heard from the southeast menced
Martinique lies Finical, sole heir, to subject the real tectives to keep watch over them, have
States with respect to Cuba by the felt a little discouraged on account of direction, in which May
estate to the payment of debts. The returned to the Chateau Fron4enac.
7.
treaty of Paris.
the severe wind storms. They subsid- surpassing those of
debts aggregate $3,011.09 and the per
ed, showers of rain came and the dissonal property amounts 10 nut. ,n-.
ISSUED.
INJUNCTIONS
Congratulations of House.
THIRTY-FOUBODIES.
couragement passed away, hence laml-indivorce irom
Anton o More
asks
Washington. May 2o. The house
shearing
equal
averwill
and
the
l
de Morelll. on the Fight Against the Beef Trust Wat
agreed to the conference report on the age for several years past. Stock of Are in An Old More Ready for Burial liweto
crr.tiiTirl
nf- ii Itfi nilnn men t
i '
Commenced Today.
omnibus claims bill, which passes the all kind In good condition; good, heavy
In Tennessee.
Mat da Schleretn. as administrator
Chicago, May 20. The first engage
measure. The emergency appropria- rains recently, which promises fine
May
ac20.
This
Coal
Tenn..
Creek.
commenced
Schlereth,
George
of
ment open between the United States
tion bill was passed.
summer pastures. Wool should be comvicthe liodles of thirty-foution against Frank Schlereth and government and the packers known as
Mr. Hitt. of Illinois, sent to the ing into the Albuquerque market in a morning
explosion
at
the
lirODof
terrific
Rllblect
the
to
tims
trustee
f,ol.Mrkuu
began at 2 o'clock today
"Big
clerk's desk the following resolution few days."
Fratervllle coal mine yesterday lay In erty of the deceased to the payment of when Six"
United States District attorney
which was unanimously adopted:
Mcintosh,
was
who
William
here
the
burial
ready
supply
for
store
old
an
n
mrirtcaffft.
"Resolved, by the house of represen- past few days on business, was sched- today.
S. H. Bethea, before Judge Grosscup
A foreclosure snit on a note ior :'" in United States circuit court, made
with sat- uled to leave for his fine Chillli sheep
tatives that this house viewscongratula-tinnare
bodies
whose
dead
identified
The
against
brought by J. A. Henry
a motion for a temporary restraining
isfaction and expresses its
ranges
morning.
He expects to recovered and those known to be still was
A. Guerelle.
rn the nnnearance this dav of the make a this
order. Attorney for the packers oflambing this season, in the mine and supitosed to be dead Tonias
in
record
I
M
COtin
Riled
nernallllO
Snnrlnvnl
Cuban republic among the nations of and says his spring clip of Merino number 187.
fered no objection and it was granted.
r,,r
fppa
I7G3
alleavtl
nmonntintf to
The reading ot the reso- wool will amount to nearly 200,0ki
the world.
on
to be due for assessments made
In Kansas City.
lution was received with applause from pounds.
FOUR MEN KILLED.
land now situated in McKlnley county
Kansas City. May 20 John W.
all over the chamber, the ganenes
Henry of the circuit court here today
joining In the hand clapping.
HENNESSY LEROYLE.
LIVE VOLCANO.
Construction- Train on the Choctaw,
issued a temporary order on the reOklahoma & Gulf Wrecked.
quest of Attorney General Crow, reFRANCE AND RUSSIA.
And "Other People's Money" Captured
Ardmore, I. T., May 20. A construe It is Located in McKinley County, straining Nelson Morris & Co., packAlbuquerque Last Evening.
ers, from fixing the price of meats or
Near Gallup.
tion
train was wrecked this morning
President Loubet Has Gone to Visit
It was a large and a delighted audi
on the
McKlnley county, has the only live from working in conjunction with the
Ardmore
of
east
miles
twelve
the Czar.
ence that left Colombo hall last night
The order was
It is about 18 beef trust,
Cronstadt. Russia. ...ay 20. The after two hours of continuous laughter Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf road. Four volcano in New Mexico.Gallup.
attorney general
sought
the
Smoke
because
of
seriously
killed,
seventeen
were
northeast
men
mill's
armorescorting
squadron,
the
French
at "Other People's Money" as given by
arises all the time and the ground is doubted whether the quo warranto proed cruiser Montcalm, having President Hennessy Ieroyle and his clever com- iniured and four fatally.
A.
Black
very hot in the vicinity. There has ceedings instituted last night at Jefferare:
Charles
dead
The
board,
harbor
on
entered the
pany. Fortunately the company has
Loubet
Dolan,
For
I.
Tishlniingo.
T.:
James
been no increase of smoke or heat for son City against the other packers
yacht,
imperial
morning.
The
this
an open date for toniRht and it will be
in could be maintained against a
Alexandra, with the czar on lioard, ar- repeated. That a large audience will Smith, Ark.; J. R. Gaines, residence ninny years. Since the cataclysm
may be
such as Nelson Morris Comrived almost simultaneously. After greet it goes without saying, for each unknown: and Jim Hopegood, lishl the inland of Martinique itour
small pany.
jus--t
as well not to boast of
President Loubet briefly reviewed the one present last evening has been a mingo, O. T.
volcano. There are several craters of
Russian fleet he was taken on board walking commendation today. The
The Senate.
Waterspout In Kentucky.
volcanoes in eastern portion
extinct
the Alexandra, where the greetings ex- play has a bright plot and is continuWashington. May 2o. The resoluCincinnati. May 2'. At Lewisburg nf the county.
From one of them
changed between the czar and Loubet ous, clean fun from the time the cur- near
by
Mr. Stewart, of Nevada,
tion offered
Covington, Ky.. a waterspout to
were most cordial.
tain rises on the first act until it drops day swept away a house with all its imitii of Bluewater tne lava beds whoi providing a compilation of all treaties,
sou.
a.
Ssientists
125
ii'l
miles
at the end of the third. Mr. Iroyle occupants and took others In Its
ami laws relating to Indian
examined the western part of regulations
as Hutchinson Hopper, the Chicago course.
VOTED FOR PEACE.
Eight lives are reported lor.t have
affairs be made, was adopted in the
Mexico claim that It was once
N'.'
speculator, afraid of his wife, fond of
Phil!t-pinby millions of people who were senate. Consideration of the
Mr.
So Says a Private Telegram Received all other ladies and trapped in his own
was
government
bill
resumed.
NEED
WATCHING.
by fire in the sasie manner
game, is a host in himself. His supin London.
Bacon of Georgia, addressing the senmany
people
so
their
lost
which
in
uniformly
port
is
telethere
excellent
May
and
private
A
20.
London.
Issued Bogus Checks, li vi s last week In the West India ate in opposition.
gram was received here announcing is not a weak sot in the cant. Miss A Man, Who
Coming
This Way.
islands. If anybody wants a live
Hopper
as
Norman
Mrs.
is
Gertrude
Vreeninglng
the Boei conference at
.
THE WRONG MAN.
R. Walker Is Issuing bogus check
this one can be had for the
had voted for peace on the best terms delightful in her temper and Miss May among
Republican.
Gallup
of
the
city,
or
merchants
young
Sargent
this
woman
as
innocent
the
procurable by a delegation to be sent
Deputy Sheriff Overhuls of This CounKitch- is admirable, lfer farewell to Mr. and was until yesterday when he left for
to Pretoria to confer with
ty Makes a Mistake.
Whooping Cough at Santa Fe.
ener and Lord Milncr, the British high Mrs. Hopper is an exquisite bit of the south. He issued small check
year
and
Deputy Sheriff Joseph Overhuls of
l'cliz Gallegos, aged one
stage work. Leola Maye as Hooper's to the amount of $20, signing the name
commissioner.
daugl ter, was charming while the men of W. C. Carrol, a person who does not two months, son of Atanasio Gallegos, Bland, was in Sunfa Fe on Saturday on
exist. No effort will be made to bring dud laist night of whooping cough. the trail of a man wanted in Arkansas
Presidential Nominations.
weie strong in their parts.
Washington. .May 2'. The president
It was the best thiug that has leen him back here. Santa Fe and Albu Tin- funeral took place this afternoon. and at Wichita, Kas., fur murder and
Santiago Eseudero, one and a half other crimes ami lor whose capture
today sent these nominations to the seen in Albuquerque for many a day querque will do well to watch out for
cars old, died this morning of whoop, a reward of $3,800 is offered. Overhuls
and it was handsomely costumed. Man- him. Optic.
senate:
picture
He was the son of Francis- pounced on an unoffending
; cough.
Marshals William N. Hanson, the ager Matson is to be congratulated on
Murder on Mescalero Reservation
co S. Kseudero. The funeral will take agent who Is traveling through this
southern district of Texas, rommenc-in- securing it and he and the company
Last Thursday on the Mescal; ro place tomorrow.
section soliciting business for picture
July 1. Andrew J. Houston, east- deserve a crowded house tonight. The
Ignacia Sandoval, widow of the late frames and photograph enlargments,
Apache reservation in Otero county, an
ern district of Texas.
curtain will rise promptly at 8:30.
Indian named lotacco was killed by Klias Vigil, died yesterday. She was as the man wanted. It tootrsome time
Will E. Talbott has gone to Cle- two Indians named Machete Negro and :, years old. The funeral took place and explanation to convince the depuDr. Pearce at Home.
Dr J. F. Pearce. who was a member burne, Tex., to accept a good position Jack Tortier.
Machete, years ago, this morning from the cathedral. In- ty sheriff that he had arrebted the
of the committee who visited Wash- in the office of Superintendent Robins, when Major W. H. H. Llewellyn was terment was made at Ro?ai!o ceme- wrong man, but with the aid of City
ington in the interest of the military of the Colorado, Gulf
Santa Fe.
J Marshal Cicero Weidner this was done
Indian ag.nt at Mescalero, took a shot tery. New Mexican.
o
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THEY ARE IMPROVING.

structed the committee to formulate a
plan whereby the city may hedge In its

expense.

The dyke on the Highlands near
Railroad avenue has been completed
and. a flume to carry off flood waters
was ordered built ' at the corner of
Broadway and Silver avenues. Adverse action was taken on the petition
to extend the water main on North
First street from Copper avenue to
Tljeras road on the ground the city is
not in a position to stand the expense.
Property owners on East Railroad
avenue between Walter and Hill
streets, asked that the street be graded
and a cement sidewalk be laid on the
south side of the street. The pavement" was ordered but the city is not
able to grade the street.
An ordinance was passed placing all
houses ot ill fame within one mile of

the city limits under the jurisdiction of
the city otneers.
Another ordinance was passed making It a misdemeanor to keep more
than fifteen gallons of explosive oil
within the city limits. It will not lie
a misdemeanor if the building In which
It Is kept is not within fifty feet of any
other building.
The recent fires on the viaduct
caused a discussion and it was urged
the railroad company take measures
to protect the floor.
John II. Stingle was appointed a
member of the library commission
from the Second ward, vice H. F.
who has resigned.
Ray-nold-

s,

COLONEL LEBO.
On a Visit

to the City

Was Hers

Years Ago.
Colonel T. C. Lebo, the commanding
officer of the Fourteenth United States
cavalry, with headquarters at Fort
Grant, Ariz., Is at the Alvarado for a
He will go from here to
fw days.
Fort Wingute on an official visit and
on his return will make a short stay
again in Albuquerque. Colonel Lebo
was In Albuquerque In the early 70s
with a troop of tho Tenth United

States cavalry, acting as escort to the
engineering party of the Atlantic &
Pacific Railroad company
and was
then a lieutenant. The other officers
with the troop were Captain Viele,
Lieutenant Price and Assistant Surgeon Arms. Viele is retired and the
others are out of the service. Colonel
Lebo had served In the Philippines
about a year when he received his promotion to the Fourteenth one of the
new regiments, and a troop of which
was at Albuquerque during tho fair
lant fall from Fort Wlngate. The colonel's visit here is one of extreme pleasure, and well, the event, it is reported, will occur some time In the coming
August.

B. B. Spencer, of Lastview, Is la
city on business.

tne

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, TUESDAY, MAY 20, 1902
CLOUDCROFT

The Alvarado Pharmacy

The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
The Bcason at Cloudcroft will opn
on June 1, the lodge, dining hall and
lunch counter having been placed unPURE DRUGS,
der the ablo management of the popuFull Line of Druggists' Sundries.
PERFUMES,
lar hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
Waterman.
TOILt 1 API ICLES.
The fame of Cloudcroft as the premier summer resort of the southwest
WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.
has been heralded far and wide, and
patrons may rest assured its reputaPrescription Druggists
B.
BRIGGS
tion will not be allowed to suffer this
CORNER GOLD AVENUE AND FIRST STREET.
year. Extensive improvements have
been made in the way of accommodations and out door as well as indoor
.
land the whole ttatehnod machinery amusements and entertainment.
t:.s
For a booklet regarding Cloudcroft.
ItUqUfr()UC fvniltj mrijCI put in working order with ;hc least
or further Information regarding this
pOHKH IC ?M'CllSe.
If
bill Is put off till the short ses- - summer resort, can on nearest coupon
HUGHES & McCREIGHT, Publishers sion the
of the senate next winter and then ticket agent, or address,
A. N. BROWN.
passed, all the woik of holding an elec
G.P. A E. . I. Route,
Editor tion in 1!03 for state ofbceis would
Thos. Hughes
El Paso, Texas.
large additional expense.. If the
W. T. McCrelght. Mgr. and City Ed.
o
bill meets with favor in the senate,
Business Opening, $5,000.
why not rail It up now and pass it.
Publishe Daily end Weekly.
Here is a chance lor some one to
ami give the people of the three terriwell established and very
tories amnio time to get in working or- purchase abusiness
in a first class minder ns states before the presidential profitable
ing town in Arizona at a bargain. It Is
election of 1904?
about a $5,000 proposition, including
Associated Press afternoon dispatches
fine up to date stock, three lots, large
Holds Up a Congressman.
Largest City anti County Circulation
storeroom with cellar, stable
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
"At the end ot trie campaign," writes dwelling house, finely furnished, etc.;
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation Champ Clark, Missouri's brilliant con- monthly sales, $2,750; mostly cash:
gressman, "from overwork, nervous terms easy; death of wife and child of
Copies of this paper may be founu tension, Iofs of sleep and constant proprietor
for selling. At a
on file at Washington in the office of speaking I had about utterly collapsed. glance It willreason
be seen that this Is a rare
our peclal correspondent, E. Q. Sig- It seemed that all the organs in my chance to make
exceptionally good
ners, 918 F street, N. W., Washington, body were out of order, but three bot Investment. Foranfull
particulars and
I). C.
tles of Electric Bitters made me all terms, address or see H. S. Knight at
right. It's the best
medi
New Mexico demands Statehood cine ever sold over a druggist's count- once, Albuquerque, o New Mexico.
t
men and BADARACCO'S SUMMER GARDEN
Congress.
from the
er." Overworked,
weak, sickly women gain splendid
Just North of the City Limits.
Terms of Subscription:
health and vitality from Electric HitOpen day and night. Bar supplied
Guaranteed with
,
00 lers. Try them. Only uOe.
Oally. by mail, one yenr
best of liquors and cigars and ice
3 00 by all druggists.
Dally, by mail, six month
cold bottled beer. Ball and conceit
1 W
Lmlly, by mall, thrpe nioiu.is
o
60
Dally,
"...
mnll. one niunth
Deputy Sheriffs William Voyce and every Saturday evening, and concert
'
76
Dally, by carrier, one month
Charles Howell of C.ila county arrived every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley
2
Weekly, hy mall, per jvar
TUB DAlI.Y .'1Ti,UN will be delivered at Phoenix with Verdulce Gonzales, free to visitors. Lunches served. Gar'n the c.iy at the Ion- rate of w rents per who Thursday evening shot and killed den has swings and nice shade trees.
wk, or for u cents per month, when
Everybody invited and good order prepaid monthly. T! se rates are leea than Eugene Packard, in Tinto Basin. Gon- served.
those of any other dally paper In the zales was captured at Fort McDowell
o
territory.
settlement Sunday night.
ie claims
HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE.
that the shooting was in self defense, JEMEZ
Stage
leaves Trimble's stable on Sec
Cuba today becomes an Independent though Packard was shot through the
street, every Tuesday, Thursday
republic.
breast, and evidently from the back of ond
and Saturday at 6 a. ra.; quick time. A
his horse, his ride being found in its relay
stock is kept at Zia. Arrives'
was
a
New Mexico and Oklahoma will be scabbard. Gonzales
roustabout at tneof Springs
time for supper.
camp,
and Packard was Don't be deceivedIn by
republican states, and Arizona may be at the sheep
people who tell
a cattleman.
in the doubtful class.
you they will take you just as quick
as the stage, for they won't. Nobody
Like a Drowning Man.
Every public spirited citizen of New
has any change of stock on the
"Five years ago a disease the doc- else
Mexico and Arizona should write letroute. Tickets for sale at Trimble's.
ters to senators urging the passage of tors calledI dyspepsia took such hold of
J. B. BLOCK, Proprietor.
could scarcely go," writes
the statehood bill for the three terri- me that
George S. Marsh, well known attorney
tories.
Ladies' Desks.
of Nocona, Texas.
"I took quantities
at Futrelie's furniture
received
Just
pepsin and other medicines but store a fine line of ladies' desks and
Through the energy of Delegate of
nothing
helped
me.
drowning
a
As
Itodey this city may soon have a gov- man grabs at a straw I grabbed at music cabinets in quartered oak, all
ernment building. The bill has passed Kodol. I felt an improvement at once French polish, $7.50 and up. See our
the house and should meet with no op- and after a few bottles am sound and window display.
position in the senate. The building
well." Kodol is the only preparation
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
will cost J 100,000.
which exactly reproduces the natural ROSENWALD BROS.
digestive juices and consequently is
oThere is imperative necessity for re- the only one which digests any good
duction of city expenses. It is esti- food and cures any form of stomach
TOPSY HOSIERY. THE BEST 0
mated by the finance committee of the trouble. J. H. O'Rielly & Co.; B. II. a
0 HOSIERY IN THE WORLD; 10c 0
city council that the expenses for the Brlggs & Co.
0 to 75c PAIR, TO BE HAD ONLY 0
present year will exceed the receipts
0 AT GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS 0
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STOP ! AND THEN THINK

A
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!y How much money you have saved in

the last two months by taking

advantage of our SPECIAL SALES Don't you know that we
make the other fellows squeal ? Read their ads (advertising merchandise they can't furnish) then read ours and then you will come
to the conclusion that
!
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Cosmopolitan
Paper

Mail

Orders
Promptly
Filled

Patterns 10c
None Higher
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89 pieces or 3785 yards of Batistes and Dimities, fully 28 inches
wide, goods worth up to 15 cents per yard, similar, stuff
C
advertised elsewhere at 8c, our price TO DAY per yard,

MOTEL ARRiVALS.

To possible presidential candidates:
If you expect future political favors
from New Mexico, Arizona and Oklahoma, now is the time to get In line
to receive the friendship of these future states. Help pass the statehood
bill.

Those who are Insisting that the volcanic eruption at St. Pierre that destroyed thousands of lives was a manifestation of God's wrath will hardly be
able to explain that the only one in the
city who escaped death was a murderer confined in a dungeon.

Alvarado.

S. Wellington Gardner, Los Angeles;
Jno. D. Wilson, St. Louis; Hugo Tchar-wepkNew York; V. B. Bloom, John
Smith, Chicago;
Miss Leola Maye,
New York; Gertrude Norman, London;
Miss A. A. Logan, Miss F. F. Logan,
Miss J. L. Doughty, New Y'ork; H. L.
Rollins and wife. A. T. & S. F. Hy.; S.
Schneewind, Chicago; H. N. Drucker
and wife, Cincinnati, Ohio; Mrs. G.
Fisher, Mrs. John N. Isgrig, Miss
Tucson, Ariz.
Hotel" Highland.
J. C. Ross, Petrus A. Guillon, city;
Miss Emma L. Fox, Syracuse. N. Y.;
Laurent Debauge, Reading, Kan.; R.
Z. Jackson. Rockford, 111.; J. L. Miles.
Kansas City; D. Elliott, Las Vegas; J.
B. Wrangham, San Francisco.
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10 pieces of 27 inch Cotton Covert Cloths, in a, splendid varietv
of colorings, the kind we have sold at 12 2 cents, ' Special
fy
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Sale Price per yard.
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25 Pieces of Planen Appliques in Ecru and Butter color, from
2
inches wide, m a good variety of patterns,
kind
Jl to
t that usuallv sells at 50c. Special Price ner vard the
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Hlumoing.
We have auaea a plumbing depart
ment and tin shop to our business.
When you have anything in this line
to be done see us about it before placing your order. Albuquerque Hardware company.
MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and Jiable work.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAURINO.
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it
K
f

Journal-Democrat-

HERPICIDE

Throw It Away

m

You have become accustomed to the
old rag. You do not notice how faded,
and worn it is. Time to get a new one

Just the time, for we're offering superlative values now, and you can have
your pick by coming quickly. Your
dollars will do double duty here this
week. Handsome and serviceable carpets in beautiful patterns at popular
prices. If we have not got what you
want we can order it on short notice.

St Jtf

Keep Cool
by pmc::AMi.a
GOOD 3A1U fcPCN GE

10-1-

The Futrelle FurnitureCo.

.

WEST END OF VIADUCT.
Corner Second street and Coal avenue.

COLD SPONGE BATH.

WE

HAVE

AT

SPONGES

ALL PRICES, 5c, 10c, 15c, 25c,
50c and up.

THE

J. H. O'RIELLY
Prescription

& CO.

Druggists

Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE

Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.

JOE RICHARDS,

AND DIRECTORS

OFFICERS

President
and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier

M. S. OTERO,

W. S. STRICKLER,

i3

$100,000

Capital

CIGARS
West Railroad Avenue.

V. P.,

WM. MclNTOSH

J. U BALDRIDGE

wm. Giaesner,
Tailor.
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the coming city of New

The Oklahoma world's fair commission will ask the legislature which
meets in January, 19u3, to appropriate
$30,000 more for preparing Oklahoma's
We make the best door and window
exhibit for the world's fair of 1904.
screens. They are far superior to any
This will give Oklahoma $50,000 to put
Stures' European.
made in the east at the same price.
J. W. Hampson, Kansas City; A. Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
up her building and make an exhibit
Mennet, Las Vegas; Charles Whiting; T. Telephone No. 4C3.
of ber resources,
Frank H. Field, Las Vegas; E. H. Beno
nett, Dawson, N. M.; R. C. Perkins,
Demlng has a magnificent
school
Here Is the way a Kansas man con- Crab
Orchard, Ky.; F. C. Tobey, Den- system.
fessed at a revival meeting last week. ver; W, A. Marrlpn, San Francisco.
He had been pressed to repent, and
Demlng water and pure ozone make
finally got up and said: "Dear friends,
strong and healthy people.
Grand Central.
I feel the spirit moving in me to talk
o
W. R. Coats, Denver; John A. Ross,
and tell what a bad man I've been, but Las Vegas; Ed. Crawford, Denver; W.
Notice.
'
I can't do it while the grand jury is W. Meilicke. Winona, Minn.;
The Rico Cafe serves the best meale
E. M.
In session." "The Lord will forgive Harris, El Paso, Texas.
in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
you," shouted the preacher. "I guess
orders, 5 cents up, 111 North First
that's right," said the penitent, "but
Metrepolitan.
street.
o
He ain't on the grand jury."
Rev. B. Meyer, Jemez, N. M.; H. O.
Demlng water Is chemically pure
Riley, R. 11. Rivers, Kalamazoo, Mich.
equal to Polan Springs.
The output of steel by the United
ONE WORD IN TIME.
States Steel corporation, the
Attend special parasol opening zt
steel trust, was nearly double that of la Better Than Two Afterward- sThe Economist
all Great Britain during the year endChance to Prlfit by a Kansas
ing May 31. 1902, and 50 per cent
Statehood.
City Man's Experience.
larger than that of Germany. And yet
a
is a strange thing how people will
there was a time in this country, which putIt away
an opportunity until too late;
men of middle age can remember, its only little
things that go to make
when the prediction was freely made up our every day
existence; the trouto
we
should
never
learn
make
that
is we dont pay sufficient attention
steel cheaply enough to compete with ble
to them. Backache is a little thing.
England.
Some times it comes after a hard day's
work or a slight cold. It will pass off
THAT MAMMOTH.
you say; it's only the result of overNow comes the startling Information taxing my back. It Isn't the fault of
that the university students have un your back, but your kidneys. The exearthed the remains of a mammoth in ertion or straining has interfered with
Tijeras canyon. The president of the their delicate mechanism. You call it
Unhealthy Hair A Healthy Hair.
university ana the protessor or geology back ache, but it really is kidney ache,
would no doubt be grateful if some one If tne kidneys are not relieved, chronic
A" mark exter
Sea tM gems that
snouiu rise to explain wnai hum oi a disorders set In, and there is where
and nal layer of epUer- clutUr
around
"critter" a mammoth is anyhow.
D '
the "little thing" should not be passed
at at the root of tht role sheath.
.
over. A Kansas City man has learned
Ir, making sand. mark the inferior
B"
For tse information of the verdant to appreciate what delay means.
rutf, causing falling extremity.
,
marks the internal
young writer on the
Mr. James Egan. of 1612 St. Louis
ir, finally aala. layer.
"
C
mark
the following information from the dic- avenue, Kansas City, Mo., employed bv
Ml
the root of the hair.
tionary is given of a mammoth:
"A ttie Abernathy Furniture company.
very lare extinct (Pleistocene) ele- says:
phant Elcphas primlgenius) closely
"1 first felt kidney complaint six or
NEWBRO'S
resembling the Indian elephant, with seven years
ago. I paid little attencoarse outer hair and close woolly un- tion to it, but It kept growing
worse.
der hair and enormous tusks, usually and any slight pain caused severe pain
much curved. Remains of mammoths across my back. In my work it great
have been found in the northern parts ly inconvenienced me and I could not
of both hemispheres, in some places, rest at night, but rolled and
tossed
as in northern Siberia, imbedded in about so that whea morning came
Destroys those) parasitic germ;
I
ice, with the flesh, skin and hair in- was as tired and unrefreshed as th
and it Is the only hair preparation
tact."
that does. "Destroy the caiuc
night before. I took every kind of med
you remove the effect."
Iclne I knew of, or that was recom
PASS THE BILL.
mended to me. but without relief, until
K2 SALE BY DRUGGISTS. 33
Information from Washington gives I used Doan's Kidney Pills. I soon no
assurance that the omnibus statehood ticed a decided improvement and con
bill will pabs the senate if it can reach tinned the treatment until the back
a vote this cession. There appears to ache disappeared: my general health L. H.
be a safe majority in the senate for Improved and
felt better than for
205 West Gold avenue,
years.
the measure.
Next to First National Bank.
whv
case,
being
cannot
the
the
Thin
Juki sum emphatic endorsement can
senate committee on territories report be had right here in Albuquerque New & Second Hand Furniture
the bill in the first week iu June and Drop into the Alvarado Pharmacy and
Stoves and Household Goods.
pass it then and there.
ask what their customers report.
Ito airing a Specialty.
If the bill passes at this session of
ror sale by all dealers. Price 50
congress the three territories could cents.
Co., Buffalo
Furniture
stored and packed for
hold Uicir constitutional conventions N. Y., sole agents for the United States
this summer and elect their ttate offi
Remember the name, Doan's, aud shipment. Highest prices paid for
cers ut the general election In the fall take no other.
second-hanhousehold goods.
1
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A variety of
colorings,
stripes
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and
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effects.
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by $5,000.
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DEPOSITORY

SOLOMON LUNA

A. M. BLACKWELL

FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & 8ANTA FE. RAILWAY

Autcmatic 'phone 574.
2161 South Second

Street,

Albnrtnoron".

!N.

THIRD STREET
Mes.

Meal Market

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE
We

LIQUORS.

W. A. MAXWELL

All kinds

CIG..S

Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor & Willia j
LouiETllle, Kentucky
111 K First St., Albuquerque, N. 'JL

FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS 12 14. CROMWELL. BLOCK,
Automatic Telephone 174.
Deming otters the same opportunities now that the most prosperous:
cities In the west offered several yean
ago.

an(J

STEAM SAUSAGE

tandle everything in our l!no

A. SLEYSTER,
SHOEMAKER, B. ACCIDENT
INSURANCE,

jresh

RfC3JS

f ACTORV.

B MIL KLEINWORT,
MASONIC

EU1LD1NG.

Prop.

N. THIRD STRKKT

Albuquerqup. Foundry and Machine Works
R. P. HALL,

Proprietor

B asi. Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; fchaftlngs. Pclleys,
Grade bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK. ALBUQUERQUE, N. U.

Iron and
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FIRE.

An exploding lamp-

Miinifcj'ifi8rmiiinrMiiiTT7mi

Agents for
MeCall's Bazaar Patterns.
All Patterns
10 and 5 cts,
none higher.

ing of horrible suffering from burn.
Tragedy in this form moves a man
tears. But for
women who are
daily being consumed by the
smouldering
fire
of disease there is
little sympathy.
Inflammation,

ited with having the most complete
and extensive stock of shelf hardware,
American League.
stoves, ranges, tin and granite ware,
At Detroit-Det- roit
mowers and rakes, pumps. Iron pipe
0 and pipe fittings, mine and mill
1
Chicago
of any house between Denver and
Batteries
Selver and McGutre; San Francisco. San Marclal Bee.
with its fierce
Griffith and Sullivan.
burning; ulceratt
Foley's Money and Tar is peculiarly-adapte- ion,
eating
for asthma, bronchitis and the tissues; into
At Cleveland-Cleve- land
the
0 hoarseness. Alvarado Pharmacy,
nervous system alo
5
St. Louis
Fireman Roberts, of Las Vegas, most shattered by
Batteries Joss and Bemis; Harper mashed
these
his finger while playing a tune suffering,
anil Sullivan.
with the shaker bar and the grates. It are only part of
the daily agonies
slipped off and crushed a finger.
National League.
borne by many a
At St. Louis
woman
FourCured
Sciatic
Rheumatism
After
6
St. Louis
Dr. Tierce's Fa- - k
teen
of
Suffering.
Years
5
Brooklyn
vorite Prescription
W
V
"I
been
have
afflicted
sciatic
with
Popp
Newton,
and Ryan;
Batteries
puts out the fire MA
says
rheumatism
years."
for
fourteen
Kitson and Ahearn.
TiKjJ.' Vm J
Josa Edgar, of Germantown, Cal. "I of inflammation,
heals ulceration,
was
be
to
able
constantly
but
around
At Cincinnati
I tried
everything I could and cures female
4 suffered.
Cincinnati
at.
of
hear
and
watt told to try weakness. It traniaol
2
New York
I did quilizes the nerves, restores the appotite,
Balm,
which
Chamberlain's
Pain
Batteries Currie and Peitt; Sharks and was immediately relieved and in a and gives refreshing sleep. " Favorite
and Yeager.
PrescriptioH " is the most reliable put-u- p
short time cured, and I am happy to medicine
offered as a cure for diseases
say
Why
not
has
since
It
returned."
At Chicago
women.
always helps.
to
peculiar
not
get
use
well?
this
liniment
and
It
5
Chicago
It almost always cures.
2 is for sale by all druggists.
Boston
When I first commenced using Dr. Werce'k
medicines," write! Mr. George A. Strong, of
Batteries Williams and KHng;
Bitten bySkunk.
Ganwvoort, SdratO;i Co.. K. Y., "I wt niffer
and Klttreilge.
While asleep In his tent, one night ing irom leinale woannem. aunprtctie antin,
pain, wenk nd tired feeling nil
last week. Manuel Valerlo, a herder on bearing-dowurg
Pittsburg-Pittsbtime. I dmRfced sround in that way for two
At
Charles Schleter's ranch, was bitten the
ears, and I hegan taking your medicine. Alter
2
over the right eye by a skunk. The un
kin 6rt bottle I bejtan to frel better. I took1
Philadelphia
four bottle ol lr. 1'ierre s Kavorue
man was at once brought to Hon,
fortunate
Golden Medical Discovery,' one
Batteries Doheny and Smith; Mc- town, where he has since been under in oftwotheof ' 'Pleasant
Pellet.' also used one
Gee and Dooln.
Ssre' Caturrh Remedy. Nowyoui
the care of Dr. J. C. Slack. The wound bottle of Dr.new
nerson.
foel
can't thank
like
was badly poisoned and the flesh was enough for your kind advice I and
the good yaur
Western League.
away
dropping
from
It
it.
been
has
nas
aone
me."
medicine
At St. Joseph
worse and It Is feared may deDr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical
Kd game owing to failure of Milwau- growing
velop into hydrophobia.
However,
Adviser, paper bound, is sent free on
kee team to arrive in time.
every effort is being made to stay the receipt of si one-cestamps to pay
action ofvthe poison. Clayton
expense of mailing only. Address Dr.
At Omaha
K. V. fierce, Bullalo, in. y.
Omaha
Denver
A Lesson In Health,
in the Klondike, controlling a stretch
Batteries Brown and Gonding;
Healthy kidneys filter the Impurities of placer ground ten miles In length
and Wilson.
from the blood, and unless they do this and one mile wide on either side of the
good health is Impossible. Foley's Kid river. He also owns valuable claims
City
At Kansas
ney Cure makes sound kidneys and on Quartz creek. His recent trip to
H
Kansas City
will positively cure all forms of kidney the British metropolis was to take le
3
Peoria
and bladder disease. It strengthens gal steps to dislodge some parties who
Messitt;
WTelmer
and
Batteries
whole system. Alvarado Pharmacy. umped some of his Klondike holdings.
the
Schafstill and Wilson.
o
Mr. Boyle tells Captain Jack that he
Lowsr Telegraph Rates.
comes to inspect tne latter s copper
At Des Moines
The Western Union Telegraph com- and lead properties at Grapevine and
"
Des Moines
his copper claims In the South Oscuras
9 pany has decided to make very extenColorado Springs
changes In rates on June 1. and is prepared to advance the capital
Batteries Dammann and Loebeck; sive
Through New Mexico, Colorado, Ari- for the Immediate development of the
Jones and Arthur.
zona minimum rate will be 5ft cents same, should conditions warrant the
and 3 cents for each word over 10, on undertaking of the work.
American Association.
day meseages, and 40 cents for night
At Kansas City
Reveals a Great Secret.
No game, the Louisville club arrlv messages and 3 cents for each extra
It is often aBked how such startling
word over 10. In the eqnares of 1169,
ing too late to play.
1181. 1193, 1216, 1218, 1219, 1231 and cures, that puzzle the best physicians,
1241, which Includes a very long iist are effected by Dr. King's New DisAt Milwaukee
Here's the
?
of
offices In California, rates will be 60 covery for Consumption.
Milwaukee
It cuts out the phlegm and
8 cents and 4 cents on day messages and secret.
Indianapolis
mucus, and lets the life
50 cents and 3 cents for night mes
sages. The above reduction applies to giving oxygen enrich and vitalize the
At Minnpanolls
Inflamed, cough
6
as well as competing blood. It heals the
W Inneanolis
lungs.
Hard colds
and give telegraphic patrons worn throat and
OVilnmhiia
.....15 offices,
coughs soon yield to Dr.
per cent and stubbornDiscovery,
the beneuv of from 20 to 33
King's New
the most infal
reduction.
At St. Paul
lible remedy for all throat and lung
17
St. Paul
diseases. Guaranteed bottles 50c and
Whooping Couah.
4
Toledo
A woman, wno nas had experience $1.00. Trial bottles free at all
with this disease, tells how to prevent
What Is Foley's Kidney Cure?
dangerous consequences from it.
Answer: It is made from a prescrip- any
J. F. Pearce, who was a member
She says: Our three children took of Dr.
tion of a leading Chicago physician, whooping
the delegation to visit Washington
cough
baby
summer,
our
last
In
the
recently, is expected home in a few
and one of the most eminent
country. The Ingredients are the pur- boy being only three months old, and days.
owing
giving
our
to
Chamber
them
scienbuy,
are
money
can
and
est that
tifically combined to get their utmost Iain's Cough Remedy, they lost none
Won't Follow Advice After Paying
of their plumpness and came out in
Pharmacy.
value. Alvarado
For It
much better health than other children
o
In a recent article a prominent phy
parents
remedy.
use
whose
did
not
this
Will Play In El Paso.
says: "It is next to Impossible
Our oldest little girl would call lustily sician
for the physician to get his patients to
The base ball season, that is con- for
syrup
cough
whoops.
between
Jes
tests, with out of town teams, will be sie Pinkey Hall, Springville, Ala. This carry out any prescribed course or ny
formally opened at Washington Park remedy Is for sale by all druggists.
elene or diet to the smallest extent;
he has but one resort left, namely, the
June 1, when the Albuquerque team
o
drug treatment." . When medicineB are
will contest with the El Paso Browns.
Irrigation.
Water
Little
for
used for chronic constipation, the most
The Albuquerque club is reputed to
W. W. Follett, of the international mild and gentle obtainable, such as
T)e a strong organization, having de
commission, says that the Chamberlain's Stomach & Liver Tab
feated some of the best nines In New boundary
not at all promising for lets, should be employed. Their use is
Mexico and Arizona. The Browns ex- outlookforisirrigation
and other purposes not followed by constipation as they
pect to be in splendid form for the water
season from the Rio leave the bowels in a natural and
game and a spirited contest Is prom- to be derived this
Grande. Two representatives of the healthy condition. For sale by all drug
ised. El Paso News.
commission are stationed up the river gists.
one ac San Marcial. the other in the
No Loss of Time.
'
Espanola valley. The liver is espec- Announcement to the Public.
I have sold Chamberlain's Colic, iaally
In
Marcial,
low
San
while
at
the
I will take possession of the Hotel
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy for Espanola valley there Is but a medium
Highland on June 1, 1902, as lessee
years, and would rather be out of cof- flow.
last report from there stat end manager. It will be my endeavor
fee and sugar than it. I sold five bot- ed thatThe
only 500 cubic feet of water to make this hotel attractive to local
tles of it yesterday to threshers that each second
was passing there. The patrons and the traveling public. The
could go no farther, and they are at
north of here will utilize far table will be supplied at all times with
work again this morning. H. R. ditches
It is reported the best the country affords. The
Phelps, Plymouth, Oklahoma. As will more than that amount.snows
all the mountain
have melt cuisine, service and accommodations
be seen by the above the threshers that which
makes tne situation even of the hotel will be equal to any in the
were able to keep on with their work ed.
Desiring your patronage
territory.
without losing a single day's time. You more unpropitlous.
should Keep a bottle of this remedy In Moki Tea Positively Cures Sick Head and good will, I am sincerely yours,
C. H. BRIGGS.
your home. For sale by all druggists.
Headache.
Proprietor.
A.
constipation.
Indigestion
de
and
o
It is reported that the Canadian Pa lightful
erup
Removes
all
drink.
herb
Notice to Tax Payers.
cific railroad will soon begin to work
of the skln.'producing a perfect
on a vast irrigation project in the tions
"Von are nereby notified that the sec
money
complexion
25c
or
refunded.
northwest territories, which are re
half payment of the taxes for the
us for free sample ond
ceiving a considerable number of set and 50c. Wr.te& to
11)01 are now due and payable and
year
N.
Y.
Co.,
Buffalo,
W. H. Hooker
tiers from the United States.
same will become delinquent
the
that
&
Briggs
H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H.
June 1st, iJ2, after which date the
You never heard of any one using Co.
usual penalties will accrue.
o
Foley's Honey and Tar and not being
CHAS. K. NEWHALL,
Coming From London.
satisfied. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Tax Collector Bernalillo County.
J. W. Boyle, whose headquarters are
o
In London, and who is now in Mon
Whitney Company at San Marclal.
Curtains! Curtains! Curtains! II
Our advertising columns contain the treal. writes Captain Jack Crawford
We
are snowing up to date lace cur
com
Whitney
that he will visit him in San Marclal tains In
advertisement of the
Brussels net. Irish point, Ara
one
In
Boyle
a few weeks. Mr.
is
of
liany. the large wholesale hardware
Nottingham, Bobblnet and
net,
bian
Is
property
Albuquerque.
credThis firm
the largest holders of mining
firm of
muslin.
Albert Febar. 205 Railroad
avenue.
o
MONEY TO LOAN.
On dlamonas, watches, etc., or any
good security: also househoM goods
stored with me; strictly confidential
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue,
sui-pli-
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No Shoes, Clothing

On Summer

Wash Fabrics,

(SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.)

Dimity

at u liar pain

Parasol and Umbrella Sale

This favorite Wash Fabric is 27 Inches wide,
and we show the neatest and prettiest line of
colors, bought to sell for 124c, Special
8c

You may not ned an Umbrella today, but is one
of those things which; w hen neded, is needed badly. Our superb new stock and our Special Prices
make this an opportunity for you to buy.

20 Pieces Dotted Swiss Muslin

atarargn'u

la r.cat stripes and floral designs on a
Swiss Ground, also solid colors of black,
cream, pink, blue, maize, grey, etc., etc.
goods are 28 Inches wide, bought to sell
Special

Dotted
white,

These
at lCc,
12'2c

1000 Yards Thalmr Batiste
it a Bargain

31 inches wide; over 5 Odifferent patterns and
colors; all 1902 patterns, including figures, dots,
stripes, scrolls, all the new colors, navy, cadet,
new green, also black and white; Special. . . .12'2e

20 Pie ok Cotton Covert Cloth

wide, some double fold,
Some of these
In all colors, 2 greens, 3 blues, 3 browns,
2 tans, 3 stripes, also mixed colors; regMlarly sold
for 12c for the singlo width and 15c for the
double width; choice of either for this week. . .10c
h

LOT I Women's Umbrellas,
English
Carola Serge Umbrella; paragon frame, steel rods,
98c
natural handles, for only
LOT II Women's umbrellas, extra quality, union silk taffeta case and fine large tassel, lustrous
and close rolling assorted bandies, natural woods
mounted In silver and plain, some sterling silver;
these go at
$1.50
i
LOT III Women's Umbrellas,
size,
Bteel rods with paragon lock ribs, case and large
silk tassel. Made of guaranteed piece dyed union
taffeta silk, of high finish and close rolling qualities. Splendid assortment of handles fit to go on
any $5 umbrella, mounted In sterling silver, Ivory,
pearl, fine natural woods; designs same as finest
$10 and $15 sterling handles; very artistic and
pleasing. These go at, each
$2.00
We also show special bargains In Men's Umbrellas at $1.50 and $2.50 each. Not an umbrella
in the lot but what money is saved on. ' Some
amongst these worth up to $5.00, choice of any In
$2.00
the lot
h

50c Bilk Mouesiline de Bole and
Silk Dimity 25c
An unparalleled offering extra fine MousBeline
de Sole, also Silk Dimity, 32 inches wide, In plain
colors of pink, blue, cream, maize, red, and black;
also with polka dot and lace stripes; while these
last take your pick of an actual BOc value for

h

25c

only

Pieces Highest Grade
Imported Challles
.15

These have never been more popular than now,
and our assortment embraces all the new designs
and colorings, in stripes and small figures on both
light and dark grounds, all in qualities selling
60c
readily at 9uc; Our Special Price...wool Challies, regular 40c value;
Domestic
Mc
Special

d

g

-

1-- 3

o

But Everything In Dry Goods.

Wash Waists and Umbrellas

Ifi

1

or Groceries

Orders

Mail

Solicited and
Filled the
Same Day that
They are

Enormous Reduction in Prices

iaU'M'1 J

germ-infecte-

THE ECONOMIST

-

X

YESTERDAYS BALL GAME.

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

the clothing 1
blaze; a paragraph in the paper tell-

3

Sun Bonnets

Ladies' Parasols on Special Sale

The balance of our Btock of Sunbonnets; only
about 50 of them left In the following colors,
claret, red, navy, pink, wnite and apron checks;
our regular 25c Sunbonnet, while these laast, take
25c
'era 2 for

Our entire stock of Fancy Parasols, divided
Into lots to clear them out, as follows:
Lot 1 takes In all our fancy Parasols selling up to
$1.00
$..50; Sale frlce
Lot 2 takes In all our fancy Parasols selling up to
$1.50
$3.00; Sale Price
Lot 3 thkes In all our fancy Parasols selling uj to
$3.50; Sale Price
$2.00
Lot 4 takes in all our fancy Parasols selling up to
.".
$2.75
$4.00; Sale Price
Lot 5 takes in all our fancy Parasols selling up to

Parasol Bargains

Children's Parasols at special prices, as

fol-

sale price

75c

lows. Our entire stock divided Into 3 lots, as follows:
35c
Lot I Values up to 75c, sale price
50c
Lot II Values up to $1.00, sale price
Lot III Balance of our stock values up to $1.60,

$7.50;

Sale Price
THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

$3.98

Subscribe for The Citizen.
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A PIANO

Ok

0(0
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In a home is not a
sign of wealth but it

shows an intelligent

00
OO
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People
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CO
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home-lif- e.

In this ajre of enlistment no longer sav "IX) WE
WANT A 1'IAXO," but WHAT 1'IANO DO WE

WANT."

You Want

oo
OO

A 1'IANO with a perfect scale, rich tone, durable in construction unil with an urtistic case.

Chickering Brothers
Pianos...,

o,o

o

o.o
o,o
o.'"
--

C'.O

OVj

o;o

O'.'O
We have specially prepared for the
o'
confirmation exercises by putting in
'
nice line of boys' black suits; all sizes
8 to 20 years. Simon Stern, the Rail
.'
U, J
'
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O Ol S SHOES 1() BE HAD ONLY O C'.J
O AT GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS
O CO., $3.00.
O
J

OHO
OliO

cvo

Are endorsed and chosen by the most critical music lovers. We are
Exclusive Territorial Representatives of hese GEMS and other
leading' makes. We wil everything In the niiisic line.
"And the last but not least

1,T

-

c'io

Or'jO

road Avenue Clothier.
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QUEEN QUALITY, THE FAM- 0
O

c,o

oto
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Special Preparations.

o
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'

V.v

You can play any
musical composition from the classical to
the latest Coon soil's. Would you be wiihout one.

perfect

The Cecilian

I'iano-playe- r.

o

Imparts that peculiar lightness, sweetness,
and flavor noticed in the finest cake, short
rt
cake, biscuit, rolls, crusts, etc., which
pastry cooks declare is unobtainable
by the use of any other leavening agent
ex-pe-

Pure

healthful,

highest in strength

o--

WILLIAM

6T,

NEW VORK.

o

OUR
READ
ADVERTISEMEN
FOR TAILOR MADE SUITS ROSEN
WALD BROS.

Statehood.

The Square Music Dealers,

oo

Attend special parasol opening at

10

Hall & Learnard,

o

J

O--

avenue.

OrO
O'O
o

c

o

O'-- J

oo
O'O

c,o

CvO
tv--

Carpets! Carpets!! Carpets!!!
Our new spring line Is complete CvO
come and see us. Our prices are the CvO
muslin.
Albert Faber, 305 Rallroa o o

The Economist
GOYAl. BAKING POWDER CO.,

o

o.o
CV.O

C-

OOOOOO0O00O00O00O0
o

CvO
cv

204 South Second Street,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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HORRIBLE

OUEENSWARE.

An

CALL AND SEE OUR

LAMPS

DEATH.

CONSUHPTION

.

the most dreaded and deadly of all disas well as pneumonia, and all
Insane Surveyor Wanders Off to eases,
lung troubles are relieved at once and
cured by Ackers English Remedy "the
Die of Hunger and Thirst,
king of all cough cures." Cures coughs
ON THE BLEAK DESERT.

W. M ALETTE,

Iron Beds All

igj'

Up.

e

Household Goods on
Easy Payments.
and Second
Goods.

SNUFF

Swedish Rappee,
Rappee,
French
Garrett's Scotch
Lorillard's Scotch
Brand,
Horse
Norkoping

Flesher & Rosenwalc

CORONER'S

Call

west.
Prices lower than ever before and
we will make you easy terms.

q

Full line of supplies, Lap Robes,
Whips, Harness and Top Dressings,

0

Axle Oils and Saddlery.
Tops,

Sun

Shades, Umbrellas, Bow Tops, Etc.

J.

Korber &

Co.,

A

OCOCOCOOCOCOCXDOOOOCOCOOCOOOOCOC

VOORHEES- s-

"

to-wi-

w. e.

Undertakers and Emfcalmers.
Superintendent

Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

Both 'Phones

FOrSHEE.

W. T.

J. P. and

I

91

go, III.

MITCHELL.

In

Our Office

201 211 North Second

Street.

A HAPPY FAMILY

they should be that always can have
placed ort their table such delicious
ana prime meats, pouury ana game as
they can always secure at this market.
Nothing but the tenderest, juciest and
prlmest beef, mutton and lamb is sold
here, and we cut and trim it to suit
the queen's taste. Our spring lamb is
especially fine just now.

ivi

m

bea-tiiu-

Hiller,

Mcdowell.

STRONG & SONS,

FOJ SALE.
FOR SALE Two horses for sale. Inquire at (103 South Arno street.
FOR SALE A desirable corner lot on
Copper avenue, also residence property on Lead avenue; will be sold
cheap If sold before first of May.
Call on o; address owner, 609 West
Lead avenue.
l
FOR SALE Several
homes
and city lots. These are bargains
and must be seen to ta appreciated
No trouble to show property. See
J no. W. McQuade.

work; two in family- - Apply at Citizen office.
WANTED Good live man or woman,
to take agency for Washington Life
Insurance company In their own
community.
No expense and big
profits If you work. J. H. O'Rielly,
general manager for New Mexico
and Arizona, Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED
Good carpenters, eight
hours, $3. Planing mill men, lathers,
plasterers. Steauy work, summer
and winter. Address "Herald," box
3000. Los Angeles. Cal.
WANTED A first class waist finisher,
immediately. Mrs. A. B. Shattuek,
room 23, Armljo building.
WANTED Chambermaid at once; $15
a month; wire for ticket. P. N. Yun-ker- ,
Windsor hotel, Socorro, N. M.
Wealthy, respectable young widow, no
children or near relatives wants true
and home loving husband. Address

Tucumcarl. N. M., May 12. 1902.
We, the undersigned, jury In an Inquest held on the body of one Joe Stewart, deceased, held in Tucumcarl,
Guadalupe county, New Mexico, on the
above date, return the following verdict,
That deceased. Joe Stew-ait- ,
came to his death from the effects
of a shot fired from a phot gun In the
hands of one Louis FontvHle on the
night of the 10th of May, 1902, In the
town of Tucumcarl. N. M.
J. E. CURREN.
Foreman,
T. A. YANNGHLANI),
E. II. SPINKS. H. P.LATHEUWICK.
("HAS.

PAGE &

FOR RENT.
FOIt KENT Four room house, furnished cheap to the right party, for
four months. 318 South Fourth St.
FOR RENT Six room house, nicely
furnished with batn and fruit; vr.ter
rents paid; $25 per month. House
518 Fruit avenue. Call at same.
FOR RENT Four room house, cheap.
Inquire J. W. McQuade, shop opposite Highland Hotel.
FOR RENT Cold storage warehouse
on track. Inquire of Bachechl &
Giomi.
FOR RENT A large furnished
boarding house, close to the
railway shops, to responsible party
or parties. Address J. D. Torlina,
this city.
FOR RENT A new up to date piano.
Inquire at the .Whitson Music company, 114 Eouth Second street.

0. W.

Wm. Farr

WANTED.

OTIS CONNOLLY,
J. H. VINSON.
JOHN J. LUBI.
F. II. WADDLE.
MOSE SIMPSON.
W. T. FOUSHEE.
coroner.
J. P. and

ee the largest stock In the south-

Canopy

Note
All classified advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, '15 cents.
In order to insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than 3 o'clock p. m.

Brockmeier & Cox,

the Recent Double Killing at Tu
WANTED Furnished room for man
cumcari.
In central part of town. Address F.
The following are the coroner's verH. M.. Citizen office.
dicts In the recent killing at Tucum-carl- :
WANTED
Good carpenters, eight
hours, $3; planing mill men, lathers,
Tucumcarl. N. M., May 11, 1902.
.plasterers. Steady work winter and
We, the undersigned, coroner's Jury,
summer. Address "Herald," box
empanelled to investigate the death
Los Angeles, Cal.
of L. K. Smith, find that he came to his
death at the hands of J. L. Eakin with- WANTED A Girl for general housework. Inquire at 301 South Edith
out cause or provocation.
street.
CHAS. P. MITCHELL.
WANTED Woman for general houseForeman,

at Korber's repository and

v English

VERDICT.

ROSENWALD BROS.

CLASSIFIED ADS.

In

occocco
YOU CAN ALL RIDE
r

NEWS

Brlggs & Co.
pose to keep It so." Almost Instantly
Eakin pulled his gun from behind the
counter and fired, striking Mr. Smith,
IN ADVERTISING 7T IS AT ALL TIMES OUR AIM TO INFORM
who fell dead Instantly. In the excite-men- t
OUR
READERS OF SOMETHING WORTH KNOWNG. IT IS NOT
that
reported
la
that followed
OUR OBJECT TO FILL OUR SPACE WITH MANY WORDS AND
Lou Fontvllle, who was helping EaUIn
behind the bar, got hold of a double
VAIN BOASTS, WHICH CAN NEVER BE SUBSTANTIATED.
barreled shot gun and Tired, mortally
TODAY'S NEWS SHOULD PROVE EXCEPTIONALLY INTER- wounding Joe Stewart.
ESTING, FOR WE BELIEVE YOU HAVE NEVER HAD AN OPPOR
May Weather at Santa Fe.
IL.JL.
VALUL8 A3
TUNITY. TO AVAIL VUlHSbLl' Uf BUU1
"The finest climate In the world."
NEXT
DURING
COUNTERS
A
THE
i'
BARGAIN
HOLD
SWAY
OUR
so says ihe New Mexican, when speakWEEK.
ing of the cllma'e of Santa Fe, had a
tough experience Sunday and yesterREAD THIS CAREFULLY. THERE ARE MANY MORE ITEMS
day. The New Mexican says:
WHICH SPACE WILL NOT PERMIT US TO MENTION.
Sunday afternoon, after a decided
fall in temperature, a mixture of sand,
Tailor made suits before taking your summer outing you will need
snow, hail and rain blew over Santa Fe
one we offer while they last, your choice of any suit In the house for
for half an hour. The precipitation was
$12.50
.ghtning and thunof great benefit,
This includes some of those beautiful $27.50 garments. The price
der accompanied the storm. This morning the mountains to the east and O we as is less man me cosi 01 mr.nuiacture.
north were well covered with snow.
Thomson's Glove Fitting and F. C. Corsets. II. & W. Corset waists,
There was a slight snow flurry this
85c
morning, but toward evening the sky v they sell for $1.25; sale price
Triumph Guaranteed Silk Gloves that sell for 75 cents; the sale
cleared up. The storm of yesterday and O
last night was general over a large ft price
50c
area of the United States. The preci$3.00
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $4.00; sale price
pitation at Santa Fe yesterday was ,2tl
$2.50
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $3.25; sale price
of an Inch. There was a heavy frost
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $2.75; sale price
$2.00
this morning, the temperature being
down to 33 degrees. The maximum
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $1.50; sale price
85c
temperature In the sun yesterday was
WE HAVE FORTUNATELY RECEIVED ANOTHER SHIPMENT
71 degrees, in the shade 61 degrees, the
minimum 33 degrees and the temperaOF . -- iLVET RIBBON (SATIN BACK) WHICH WILL BE SOLD AT
ture at fi o'clock this morning 33 deSALE PRICES.
grees. Fair and warmer weather is
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF
predicted for tonight and tomorrow.
SUCH UNHEARD OF BARGAINS.
Mammoth Queen Olives 25c pint.
San Jose Market.
iteming has Increased 50 per cent, in
population In four years. ,
B. 11.

A

Tinware,
Art

1

INTERESTING

and colds in a day 25 cents. Your
money back If dissatisfied. Write for
free sample.
W. 11. Hooker & Co.,
Buffalo N. Y. J. H. O'Rielly & Co., and

letter received from J. P. Fay, a
civil engineer, ly John McMlllen, of
INDIAN BLANKETS,
KAN JPAINTED CHINA
San Bernardino, brings the particulars
CARVING SETS,
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
of the horrilile manner in wnich .lohn
PICTURbv,
COOKING UTENSILS,
A. Adams, who until recently was a
CUT GLASS,
HAMMOCKS,
deputy under County Surveyor M. L.
Cook, met his death while on a surveyCHAMBLR SETS,
MEXICAN DRAWNWORK,
ing trip on the Colorado desert, savs
KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS,
DINNER SETS,
the Sun. In giving an account of the
JARDINIERES,
INDUN PO I TERY,
tragedy, Mr. Fay In hla letter says:
MEXICAN HATS.
"We were out on the desert prospecting for gold when the accident happened. An Indian whom we had employed to show us where to find water
on the desert, while mounting his
horse caught his foot In the stirrup
and fell on his hack, and the horse
37Ti7X; 'i '!IJi Succesor to A. B. McGaffey &. Co.
started to run with the Indian hanging
to the stirrup by his foot.
As the
216 WEST RAILROAD AVE
OPEN EVENINGS.
ground was covered with Jagged rocks
the Indian would have been killed in a
OOOOOCOOOOOCCOCOOOOOCO
very few moments had not Mr. Adams
ran up and grabbed the horse by the
iit. me norse, now wild with fright,
reared and plunged, and Mr. Adams
was twice thrown on the rocks and
Furniture,
once the horse struck him with its
feet, but he still gripped the bit. until
Crockery,
.Mr. Lamere and I succeeded In getting
the Indian loose. After all the danger
Graniteware,
was over, Mr. Adams sat down upon a
rock and began laughing, and when
asked if he was hurt replied, "Oh, no."
I'm only a little tired, but I guess yon
Squares,
will have to help me set this arm." It
was then that we discovered that he
Mattresses,
had broken hi8 arm. And It was then
that we found that that man had more
Springs,
grit than any other man who ever had
broken arm. for. taking a rope and
New and Second aknotting
one end around his wrist and
other end around a rock, and placHousehold Goods the
ing one foot against the rock, he pulled
that broken arm Into place anu held it
Sizes-$3.0until we could bind some sticks
0 there
on It to keep the broken member
straight. We then started for Yuma,
Mr. Adams riding some twenty-fivmiles that afternoon and never once
complaining, although we could see by
his drawn features that he was suffering Intense pain. About dark we
camped lor the night and within an
the sick man was out of hla head
,
Albuquerque N. M. hour
117 Gold Avenue
and raving like a maniac. By usini
cold water on his nrm and head we at
New
last succeeded In getting him quieted
down, though he was lor some time
?fc Hand
est less, and kept talking in his sleep.
About midnight he had bettled Into a
sound sleep and I, who was then
watching, decided to try to catch a
6
short nap. For this I shall never forgive myself, for shortly after I had
dozed off I only slept about an hour
Mr. Adams arose ano left without wak
ing any of us. A3 soon as we discov
ered that he had gone, we made every
effort to And him. but could not do
much until daylight, when we found
his tracks in the sand. These we followed for some thirty miles that d3y.
At times he would stop and take off
Gall for a free sample of Swedish Snuff.
his shoes and walk or run for perhaps
a. half mile, and would then stop and
We sell
put on his shoes again. It was easy to
seo 3 did not know where he was or
what he was doing, as he would 'some
times travel around in a circle. We
followed the tracks all that day and
German
until about 9 o'clock the next day,
when we came to a hard, rocky place,
Rappee,
Coarse
at the foot of some rocky hills. Here
we lost the track entirely and try lis
Snuff,
we would we could not find It again.
Snuff,
For three days we searched those hills
over, but not a trace of the man could
Swedish,
Shoe
we find, though we well knew that
somewhere within a radius of twenty
Seal Brand, Swedish,
or thirty miles lay the dead body of
one of the bravest men that ever lost
Snuff.
his life in that great death trap, the
Colorado desert."

J.

MAY 20 1902

Washington street,

GARDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS
118

Qold Avenue.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

Moths

!

Moths

Dealers

The Pathfinder, published at Tucum-c;.ii- .
In its article regarding the shooting and kMllng. t ay3:
"Saturday niKht, between 11 and 12
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
o'clock, a thooting occurred In Melinl
& Eal-In'wholesale establishment, In
this town, in which L. K. Smith, one
of the proprietors of the Legal Tender
saloon and president of the lurumcari
Townsite company, was Instantly kill
ed, and Joe Stewart, mortally wound
Experienced
I'd. J. D. Eakin. jun'or member of the
firm of Mtlinl & Eukln. had opened on
that night a retail establishment in
with their wholesale bus!
conjunction
South Second Street.
Automatic 'Phone 225.
ness. and called the same the 'Alvara-dClub bar.' About the time above
OOOCOOCXXXXXOOOOOGG
mentioned Mr. Smith tame into Mr.
by some
Carpenters' and machinists' tools ot Eakin's saloon,andaccompanied
Dentistry.
called for the drinks
parties,
other
comCareful, reliable work; reasonable all kinds. Albuquerque Harware
wh!ch were served to hlui. and when
he paid for them he remarked iu a jokrates. Dr. B. Barnes, dentist, room 2, pany.
o
ing way, so we have been informed.
N. T. Armljo building.
j
Agricultural lands In Iteming are un- "That's retty cheap, ain't it?" not
et us figure on your plumbing. Al- surpassed for fertility, production of showing any anger in his language. Mr. Eakin answered, "Yes, and I probuquerque Hardware company.
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
s

New Location,
Druggists,
Next to Postoffice.

New Stock,

Geo. B. Williams,
PRESCRIPTION

Chica-

117

DRUGGIST.

THE BEST UL1L1JING STONE IN
NEW MEXICO, USED IN ALL THE
BIG BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQUE
AND IN THE SISTERS' HOSPITAL.
YARDS ON RAILROAD AVENUE,
BETWEEN FOURTH AND FIFTH
STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.

HARDWARE
GARDEN TOOLS, LAWN MOWERS, LAWN RAKES AND

SPRINKLERS.

Garcia & Co

GARDEN HOSE AND HOSE NOZ.
ZLES.

o

Dealers in

BEST GRADES COTTON COVERED AND RUBBER HOSE.

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts
Goat skins
WRITE FOR PRICES
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

GOODS GUARANTEED.
LOWEST PRICES.

iirT

r

t

.

t

f

West Railroad Avenue.

8l CO

in

SAN ANTONIO WHITE STONE.

E. G.

!

The insidious moth will soon begin
his work of destruction. Head him off
with a liberal use of camphor moth
balls, etc. Have you a particular fur
garment which you value highly? Then
pack It in one of our moth and dust
proof bags. It will be safe and sound.

JACOB SILVA & CO.,

coroner.

I

WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE.
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OUNCE OF CAST

IRON ABOUT THE

OFFICIAL

silfe
Si

in

the Fire Box.

DYSPEPSIA TABLETS

Appointed

ALBERT
-

Headquarter

Hardware Company,
120 Gold Avenue.

Manufacturers of

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn

ing and Mill Work of all kinds to
der. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

;

or-

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
5C0CC0C0DOtOC00D
DECORATIVE
EFFECT
Is a most Important factor m the
Jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful Bettings. Our rings, brooches, pins, etc., are of that high art
and quality found only in jewelry of
the finest make.

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

& S. F.

PELTIER BROS.
Plumbing and Heating;.
Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to.
Albuquerque, N. M,

206 West Gold Avenue,

Miss Mabel Anderson.
3. Violin Solo, Martha Fantasie

ZEIGER CAFE
&

BOTHE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES A COGNAC.
. ' ,
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars

K3CCC0iCCCKDC

Flotow

Ike Singer and Miss Palladino.
4. Cavatina. from Barber de Seville
Rossini
Miss Heimbeck.
5. 7th Air Varla
Tie Berlot
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
Prof. Hi Mauro and Miss Hanthorn.
received from J. 11. Walker, treasurer f. It Is I
Pinsute
and collector of Eddy county, $100.55 7. Castadiva. from Norma
Bellini
of 1900 taxes, and $276.34 of 1301
Mrs. Cuneo.
taxes. Also $8.50 from the sale of a 8. Conceit for Mrs. Himeo
copy of the compiled laws.
Chickcring piano furnished by Hall

Final Homestead Entry Guadalupe
Mares. Wagon Mound, 160 acres, Mora
ccunty.

Court of Private Land Claims.
The court of private land claims
which met at Phoenix, Ariz., last week,
will convene at the federal building in
Santa Fe today. A number of land
grant surveys will come up for approval at this session.

Postmasters Appointed.
Andrew Riddle has been appointed
postmaBter at Engle, Sierra county: R.
E. Valdez. at Ortiz. Santa Fe county;
Vivian Garcia at Cow Springs. Santa
Fe county; and W. L. Farrell at Lynn,
Colfax county.

&

Learnard.

PART II.

Seniiea!nlde. Overture

.Rossini

,

Orchestra.

6.
6.

Waiting, song
By Willard
MiF3 Ida McCtine.
Lily Waltz, two mandolins and
piano
Di Mauro
Selections from Somnambula .Bellini
Misses Coster and Danilano.
Vocal Solo, Forbidden
Horna
Julia Renlson.
Mar-itana
Violin Solo. Selections from
Miasma Hayes

money.

RESIl and pickled beef tongues,
beef brains, pickled pigs feet, pick
led tripe, chipped dried beef, pickled
corned beef, baked hams, brick cheese
20c lb., limburger 20c io., American
full cream 20c lb., fresh fish 15c lb.,
fine strawberries 15c box. Try our
fresh dressed chickens. San Jose Mar
ket.

CORSETS ON SALE AT AN UN
HEARD OF FIGURE. ROSEN WALD
BROS.
Keep your

-

Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
We wish to double that In 1902, and in order to do so we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
at prices to auit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
As to teas: Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had
In the territory.
pounds.

ye oa

Demln.
Have you seen that blue enarueled
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hard-

W. Railroad Ave

ERfl

Wool, Hides, Pelts
We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard and Meats.
Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI
VEGAS, N. M., AND GLOR-IETA- ,
N. M.

The Mountain House,
WILLIS, N.

M.

Board and lodging $7.50 per week. Transportation of guests free of
charge, from Glerietta and return. Located in the famous trout fishing section of the Pecos forest reserve. For particulars address

Dr. WILLIAM SPARKS, Prop., Willis, N. M.

i8;8

'

the Lanrett

Staple Groceries

pecltlty.

Car loU

found

outliwed.

FAttH AND FKEtClHT WAGONS.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

I

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEWvMEXICO.
U.

DEPOSITORY

S.

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.

To-pe- ka

$500,000.00
$200,000.00

Authorized Capital

Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi- '
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
- A B. McMillan.
H. F. Raynolds,
1

----

---

FOUND A HOME!

I

& SON,
Jewelers and Opticians.

S.VANN

J. C.

TO POSTOFFICE.

BALDRIDGE
Paint Building Paper

Statehood.

of Luna.

a
One sorrel horse, 7 years old, brandIn Santa Fe, eat at Bon-Tores
hip.
C
on
G
Will
be sold
on left
ed
taurant.
Wednesday at 10 o'clock at the city
Deming has Just been incorporated.
pound.
THOS. McMILLIN.
Statehood.
City Marshal.
o

Elks' Racing Association Meeting at W.
TRIMBLE & CO.
1902.
Trinidad, Colo., May
Rate of $10.70 for the round trip; Second street, between Railroad and
tickets on sale Mr. 26 and 27, limited
Copper avenue
for return May 31, 1902. F. L. Myers
Agent.
Hordes and Mules bought and exchang
Livery, Sale, Feed and
ed.
we
are
In nfexlcan drawn work
showing a big assortment. Albert
Transfer Stables
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Bring In your tinware and have it
A.l Ircss W. L. TRIMBLE fc CO,
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware comAlbuquerque. N. M.
pany.
.Mix lean drawn work in endless va305 Railroad

riety at Albeit Faber's,

Tin, rralvanlzed
work. Albuquerque
ny.

o

1902

F. G.

Iron and copper So

Hardware

SAMPLE AND CLUB ROOM.

Finest

Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

JOSEPII BAltNETT, Prop.
120 W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
utomatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.

L

o

avenue.

m ST. ELMO

o

The Percales we sell at 5 cents per
Ruppe's drug store open all night.
yard are very scarce. Leon B. Stern. every night.
i
n
Dressed broilers. San Jose Market.
Deming, the seat of tho new county

27-3-

WHOLESALE

2

and rtoct Etteuslva
block ol

REMOVED NEXT

n

(Incorporated)

jj

Visit Our Boys' Department.
o
We have put In a fine line of boya'
Mrs. Albright, tne Artist,
black suits, vestees, two and three-piec- e
North Third
suits; also a nice line of hats and Is again In. her studio,
furnishing goods. Simon Stern, the street. Parties who wish fine work In
Railroad Avenue Clothier.
artistic photography, should caH and
Mrs. Akers, now located In her new leave their orders for the new carbon
home, is prepared to fill ail orders for photo, the latest In photographic are.
o
Home Made bread, cakes and pies.
Statehood.
Native and Chicago Lumber.
Boston orown bread and baked beans
every Saturday morning.
delivered
We are showing the most extensive
ALWAY,;?nr.
Leave orders at Delaney's or old phone line of men's and boys' ready-to-wea- r
Sherwin-Willia- ms
113.
clothes between Denver and Los An Covers Morel Looks Beat I Wears Long- BASH, DOORS, BLINDS, PLASTKK
geles. Simon Stern, tho Railroad Ave-nuest I Moot Economical I Full Measure I LiMK, CKMKNT, GLASS, PAINT, Kto
Statehood.
Clothier.
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND THE
READ OUR AUVERTISEMENT.-ROSENWAL- U
GREATEST HOSIERY SALE EVER
BROS.
ATTEMPTED IN THIS CITY. LEON
B. STERN.
Deming Is the great mining center
o
See the newest In ladies' neckwsar of the southwect,

City Pound Sale.

GROSS, KELLY & CO.

Crrlr

Flour, Grain
and Provisions

c

'.

oooooootroco

j

WHOLESALE GROCER.

ware company's store. It Is the most
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
seen in Albuquerque.

at The Economist.

A. J. 1Y1AL0Y, 214

jj

L. B. PUTNEY,

and Houghton.

7. Song
Bass Solo
Entries to Be Canceled.
Mr. Newton.
Forest McKinley, special agent of 8. Solo for Cornet
the interior depsrtment, was in the
Mr. Patterson.
vicinity of Clomlcroft, Otero county,
last week, where he condemned and 9. Vocal Quartet
confiscated for the government a large
Deming! Have you been there? If
number of logs that alleged homestead- not, you should get there for the big
ers illegally contracteu to sell to the sale of lots on the 17th of th'.a month.
lumber companies.
The entries made
o
by these homesteaders will be can$330 Reward.
celled.
A reward of $300 is hereby offered
for the delivery to me of the body of
my son, Lester Saron Laughlin. either
GALLUP HIGH SCHOOL
dend or alive. He disappeared from
Graduating Exercises at Kitchen's the Eaton ranch, near Lamy, Santa Fe
county. New Mexico, on Sunday, May
Opera House, May 25.
11, 11'02, about noon.
He is 24 years
The Citizen has received an invita- of nr;c, although
taken by some to be
tion to attend the graduating exercises older. Park brown
hair; dark beard.
of the Gallup high school, which will clipped closely on cheeks
and chin and
be held at Kitchen's opera house, Gal- coining
a point at chin; had scar
lup, on Friday evening. May 23, at 8:15 on right to
eyebrow; dark blue eyes; with
o'clock.
very heavy dark lashes and brows; a
Program- height. When last
W. T. 1). Orchestra little above medium
Ovusturc
had on pair of blue overalls and
Rev. William Sloan seen
Invocation
grey hat. with
U. C. Russell Jumper to match; soft
Vocal Solo Selected
wide brim; wore about a No.
Address
Presiiitnt Luther Foster medium
7 shoe, broad extension sole, came half
Reading "Aristarchus
Humorous
way to his knee, but worn under
Studies Elocution"
wore vest with small figure
Mrs. Coral Harrison Sloan tro.iSTTs;
it on a brown ground; dark blue
W. T. 11. Orchestra on
Selection
flannel,
shirt, trimmed
Valedictory
Nellie May Winders with
laige
had nickel
buttons;
white
Diplomas
of
Presentation
chain with heavy square links.
Supt. R. K. Larkin watch
may have taken 8anta Fe train at
.W. T. 1). Orchestra Ho
Selection
Lamy, east.ov west, more probable for
Graduates.
old home at Moss, Monterey counNellie May Winders, Louis Frederic hln
ty, Cal. Address,
Jefferson
Kuchenbecker,
Thomas
SARON N. LAUGHLIN.
Clark. William Quail Herron, ArchiSanta Fe, N. M.
bald Alexander Drown.
111

IMABLISHED

RELIABLE"

OLD

m

Still a Growing-

Ingenious Japanese
our stock before purchasing
ways exercising their ingenuity
in devising cool and unique floor
coverings, which the whole
world takes advantage of.
We arc in receipt of very
handsome Japanese and China
Mattings, also Floor Coverings
of all kinds, fro mthe best looms
In the world, that we are selling
at the lowest prices. Look over
who live in a hot climate, are al- elsewhere. We can save you

double-breaste- d

QUICSEL

for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

Guonocf

Homestead Entry Ramon Martinez,
Chaperito, Kio acres, Guadalupe coun-

ty.

ALBUQUERQUEPLAMNGMILLCo

SSggfl
"

Land Office Business.

1

FABE

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

"Art Garland"

THS G3EAT MAJESTIC

8

Game Warden

ACKER'S

Private cure dyspppaia
and ail lisorders arising from indigestion. Endorsed by phyLand Court New Postmasters.
sicians every where. Sold by alf drugSteel and malleable iron used In the
gists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial
construction of these ranges. We also
package free by writing to W. II. Hook,
LAND OFFICE BUSINESS.
er & Co.. Iniffalo, N. Y. J. H. O'Rielly
have a complete line of
& CO.. and R H. Brigps & Co.
Oi Mauro'a Concert.
Governor Otero, on Saturday afterTrof. Til Mauro's concert the 23rd of
noon, appointed Emilio Ortiz, of .Mora,
fish and game warden of Mora county. this month promises to be a musical
treat to the people of Albuquerque. A
DOUBLE HEATING BASEBURNERS
Pensions Granted.
dance will take place after the followTbey have no peer or rival in the
Pensions have been granted to Chns. ing program is rendered:
PART I.
base burner world In the point of ele- Fields, at Helen, Valencia county, of ft!
a month; Arguello Mateo, Albert, Un- 1. Overture. William Tell, by Rossini
gance and high finish.
Orchestra.
ion county, $8 a month.
2. r.omeo and Juliet Romance
Except

Albuquerque

MATTERS.

Great Majestic Range

EAT MAJESTIC

I:

'

5

compa-

Pratt &

Co.

agents for casino and O. a brand
Canned Goods. Dealers in

Staplee and Fancy Groceries

214 South Second street.
Berries loo box. Kan Jose Market.
Hlll.sboro Creamery Butter Best cn
Your parcels ana baesraee delivered
earth.
by tue Parcel Delivery to any part of Orders solicited.
lYee delivery.
tne ciry. twice 20e west Gold avenue
Tt5
TITLE
LAND
GOVERNMENT
Automatic phone No. 202.
ACQUIRED CHEAPLY WITHOUT
Statehood.
RESIDENCE OR OCCUPATION.
FOR FULL
FOR SALE Several hundreds pounds
PARTICULARS
of bran new brevier and small pica;
good type stands, tables, etc. In fact
JOHN D. ACKERMAN,
a country newspaper outfit furnish- Lard Attorney,
606 Montgomery St.,
ed. Inquire or address The Citizn.
San Francisco, Cal.

LOCAL UNDERTAKER

COMfiERCIAL

8ANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

"

CLUB BUILDING.

ooooooodccooeoootoeooottcooofoo
MAUSARD'S MILLS I
CHAS. MAU5ARD, Proprietor

$

THE LARGEST AND BEST MILLS IN NEW MEXICO 0
FLOUR AND BRAN IN CAR LOTS A SPECIALTY
$

S

Albuquerque,

New Mexico: o
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The Public School.

t Nnrmnlil from
r n
:

Tennr

Burt
Bart i
Trmnr
Bast ;
r

hnn-rnll..-

r--

I'funrk-it-.1f-

In

a

do

The first territorial law for the establishment of a modern school system In New Mexico was pasted by
the legislature in 1884, and s'nee that
time the territory has made rapid
progress educationally until It Is fully
nbreast with the foremost of the
states and territories. Ten or twelve
years ago a prejudice existed among a
large number of citizens of the territory against public schools, but as the
schools have progressed that prejudice
has fast disappeared till now there Is
hardly a community, however remote,
that has not at leact one term of school
Raton
during each school year.
Range.
Don't let the little ones suffer from
eczema or other torturing skin diseases. No need for it. Doan's Ointment cures. Can't harm the most delicate skin. At any drug store. 50 cents,

..

ohn- -

mii

J. M. riOORE
(ESTABLISHED 188a.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

o

Miss Jennie Baylis, who was at Sanvisit to friends, passed
ta re on
through the city last Saturday night
for her home at Gallup.

t

Traveling is Dangerous.
Coistnnt motion jars the kidneys
which are kept In place In the body
by delicate attachments.
This is the
reason that travelers, trainmen, street
car men, teamsteis and all who drive
very much suffer from kidney disease
Foley's Kidney Cure
In some fotm.
strengthens the kidneys and cures all
forms of kilney and bladder disease.
George H. Hausan, locomotive engineer, Lima. Ohio, writes: "Constant vibration of the engine caused me a great
deal of trouble with my kidneys, and I
got no relief until f used Foley's Kid
ney Cure." Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
Mrs. R. E. Pellow has gone to Chi
cago on a business and pleasure visit
Mr. Pellow will soon take charge ot
the Harvey house at Wlnslow, where
his wife will join nim on her return

The food that makes strong muscles
bright eyes

red blood

firm flesh

good bone

from Chicago.

clear skin

The Most common Ailment.
More people suner from rheumatism
than from any other ailment. This is
wholly unnecessary, too, for a cure
may be effected at a very small cost.
G. W. Wescott. of Meadowdale, N. Y
says: "I have been afflicted with rheu
matism for some time and it has
caused me much suffering. I concluded to try Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
am pleased to say that it has cured
me." For sale by all druggists.

and steady nerves

COTCH oats

No other food gives so much, so quickly, and at so little cost of money and kitchen time.
Look for the Kilted Piper.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAl ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN EEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY
AND

FOR RESIDENTS

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

000000000OOOi

000000
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WHOLESALE
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GIOMI

AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and

o

New Mexico Towns
E

HOU1LH

Mrs. D. A. Day has arrived from
Phoenix, Arizona, and will reside here
in the future. The lady Is the wife of
the popular manager for New Mexico
of the Mutual Life Insurance company
of New xork.

Frank McConnell of this place, he
turned around and gave W. E. Baker
a deed to the place. It is a loss to Las
Crucrs as well to the doctor. Las
Cruces Progress.
W. E. Baker, proprietor of the Alameda resort, manager for the Mesllla
Valley Telephone company, and of the
New Electric Light plant, visited Santa
Fe laat Sunday, and while there closed
a deal with Colonel Frost, by which he
and others became owners of the Alameda resort.
Doctor McConnell yesterday brought
suit against Colonel Frost, for $5,000
damages, claiming that he did not comply with his contract In the matter of
the purchase of the Alameda property.
Las Cruces Republican.

11 HLI.J

Want Others to Know.
"I have used DeWltt's Little Early
Risers for constipation and torpid liver
and they are all right. I am glad to
Indorse them for I think when we find
a good thing we ought to let others
know it," writes Alfred Helnze, Quln-cy- .
111.
They never gripe or distress.
Sure, safe pills. J. H. O Rlelly & Co.;
P. H. Briggs & Co.
o
The G. A. R. has not decided whether the Memorial day exercises will be
held In the tent or in the park. If
money enough' is raised to fix up the
park, the exercises will be held there,
but if not, in the tent.
Dangerous IT Neglected.
Burns, cuts and other wounds often
fail to heal properly if neglected and
become troublesome sores. DeWitt'a
Witch Hazel Salve prevents such consequences. Even where delay has aggravated the injury DeWltt's Witch
Hazel Salve effects a cure. "I had a
running sore on my leg thirty years,"
says H. C. Tartly, Yankeetown, Ind.
"After using many remedies, I tried De
A few boxes
Witt's Witch Hazel
healed the sore." Cures all skin diseases. Piles yield to it at once. Beware of counterfeits. J. H. O'Rlelly &
Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co.
o
Investments in Demlng lots will
double and treble la one year,

Bar Supplies,

We carry a full stock of Manltou, Apollinaras and Hunyadl waters;
sheepman living near Puerto de Luna,
and hitters of every description. Agents for Lemps' St. Louis
cordials
has filed a petition to be adjudged a
From the New Mexican.
bankrupt. Mr. Gerhardt has bad bad
beer, and also for Mt. Vernon Rye Whisky. Picnic parties can find a
A package addressed to Celso Baca, luck with his flocks, as results of
full line of canned goods, cheeses, etc. In our Retail Department will
Santa Rosa, is held at the postofflce which his liabilities are large and asHe id well known
sets very small.
for postage.
be found the finest assortment of liquors in the city.
The address of George Langenberg, here.
supervisor of the Pecos forest reserve,
The seventh grade closing exercises
GOODS DELIVERED TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.
will In the future lie El Porvenir Hotel, at the city hall were very enjoyable,
Las Vegas postofflce, instead of Hot and a number of visitors witnessed the
program that was given by the young
Springs postofflce.
No. 107 S. First St, Albuquerque, N. M.
NEW TELEPHONE 265.
The street has it that Quinby Vance, folks. "The Little Women" play was
general of New Mexico, is presented splendidly by the little ac
an applicant for appointment to the tors and was quite an event in their
When doctors fall try Burdock Blood
position of Inspector of United States young lives.
Bitters. Cures dyspepsia, constipaHis Grace, P. Bourgard, archbishop tion; Invigorates the whole system.
land and surveyor generals offices..
The partition walls of the new build- of Santa Fe, arrived in the city and
o
ing of the deaf and dumb asylum on was met at the depot by a numlier of
Hi
Assaulted
up
guest
priests.
of Rev.
He will be the
to the first floor.
the south side are
Joe Gallegos, of Chama, was found
Architect I. H. Rapp is expected over P. Gilberton for a few days. The dis guilty
of assault to murder his mother-in-laVegas
to inspect the work tinguished prelate comes here to make
from Las
Mrs. Jesus Ma Olgin.
The
thus far done and to select the grade his pastoral visit to the parish of Our
was committed Septemler 16,
of brick to be used for the outside Lady of Sorrows and administer the crime
1896.
He shot her in the mouth and
iwalls and which will be furnished by sacrament of confirmation.
breast, but she recovered. Gallegos
the territorial penitentiary.
was recently arrested in Huerfano
PRESCRIPTIONS !
The new telephone exchange of the From the Optic.
Having recovered from an attack of county, Colo.
Santa Fe Telephone company on
Sparks avenue near Don Caspar ave- typhoid fever, Ben Eitelgoerge left for
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
Mutual Telephone 143.
nue, will be completed by the end of Harvey's to spend a few weeks recu- opiates
and can safely be given to chilAlbuquerque.
June. Work had to be suspended tem- perating.
Rev. Norman Skinner delivered a dren. Alvarado Pharmacy.
porarily because not a single building
Railroad Avenue and Second Street.
lathe could be secured in the city on most eloquent lecture at the synagogue
THE RAY BILL
account of the active building opera- to a very appreciative audience.
George Young, the Ingenious candy
tions which took all the lathing supply.
Three thousand pounds of the new tel- man, has attached a water main to his Certain Representatives Object to It
Antonio Chaves Land Grant Matter.
o
ephone cable are on the way and 4.000 soda fountain instead of using
Statehood.
more pounds are to be shipped shortly. and has an abundance of
The Ray bill, making train robbery
a United States offense, will probably
The poles for the' cauie were erected agua pura on tap.
Do You Want Carpets?
The ice factory and cold storage be killed. Several of the southern
on Saturday.
Call and examine our samples. Our
plant is approaching completion. The members object to It because they
direct from facDon't Start Wrong.
capacity of the ice factory is ten tons maintain that it Interferes with the carpets are shippedyou
money. J. H.
tory. We can save
Inindefinite
daily,
of
possibility
with
lina
sovereign rights of states. It does not Shufflebarger, 214 West Gold avenue.
Don't stort the summer with
CO
room
storage
is
cold
crease.
The
apply to the territories alone. It will
gering cough or cold. We all know
certainly not be taken up by unanimous
GUARANTEEd"SILK GLOVES. 50
what a "summer cold" Is. It's the hard- by 40 feet in dimensions.
appointD.
been
Archie
Marshall
has
consent because the democratic side of CENTS PER PAIR. ROSEN WALD
est kind to cure. Ofteen It "hangs on"
postofflce
a
of
as
in
ed
East
clerk
the
through the entire season. Take it in
the house Is lying low for it and it BROS.
o
hand right now. A few doses of One Las Vegas, his appointment "to take never can be taken up any other way.
provided
by
a
1.
July
as
late
effect
Delegate B. S. Rodey has received a
We are sole agent for Wheeler &
Minute Cough Cure will set you right.
Washington.
.Mr
from
Marshall number of communications from par- Wilson sewing machines, the best oa
Sure cure for coughs, colds, croup, arder
grip, bronchitis, all throat and lung has been an extra clerk since Septem- ties living on the
Antonio tne market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
Absolutely safe. Acts at ber.
troubles.
Chaves grant in Socorro county, pro- avenue.
.
Duncan,
In three weeks
Messrs.
o
testing against the passage of the
one. Children like-itDemlng!
Don't overlook it if you
Cough Cure is the lxst cough medicine Merrynun and party will return from Bates bill, which seeks to reopen the
by
others who matter of this grant which lias been are looking for a sale and paying in1 ever used." says J. H. Bowles, Grove- - St. Louis, accompanied
ton, N. H. "I never found anything are Interested in the street railroad finally disposed of by the United vestment.
else that acted so safely and quickly." here, but who have not been here be- States supreme court. The grant cov
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
will come with definite and ers something like 130.0oo acres. There
J. H. O Klelly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co. fore. Theyplans
and with the expectan- Is very little danger that the bill will ROSEN WALD BROS.
matured
cy of going to work at once.
LAS VEGAS.
become law, as the claimants to the
i
u
tin .
Fritz Rosenstein, representing the grant will not press the bill unless
KAYSER PATENT FINGER 0
Globe Glove company, is in the city at- they see a very good chance for pass O
From the Record.
O TIPPED SILK GLOVES ARE 0
C. I. Mulford is sojourning a few tending to the wants of the trade. in? it.
.,
.
O PRETTY
TO LOOK AT, AND O
Fritz has the peculiar faculty of being
days in Albuquerque.
O WEAR WELL; WE WARRANT O
spell any word you give him
Stand Like a Stone Wall
Today was another day for goggles. able-t....
..of1
60c
PAIR. GOLDEN 0 E
backward and the additional faculty between your children aud the tortures O THEM,
A little rain would be appreciated.
O
O RULE DRY GOODS CO.
way.
will
He
writing
Bame
the
of
it
of itching and burning eczema, scald- OOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOOOO
The diphtheria quarantine has been
removed from the home of James begin with the la.st word of a sentence head or other skin diseases.
How;
upside
and
backward
and
it
write
iYoung.
why, by using Bucklen's Arnica Salve,
We sell more shoes than all other
to
have
doesn't
that,
at
down
and
....
Hev. George Selby lias been suffereann's greatest healer. Quickest cure stores combined. You know the rea
his
on
head
either.
ing from grippe for the last few days, stand
for ulcers, fever sores. 6alt rheum, son. Leon B. Stern.
cuts, burns and bruises. Infallible for
liut is some better today.
That Alameda Resort Sale.
M. M. McSehooler has sold his
piles. 25c at all druggists.
IT WILL BE TIME WELL IN
by
was
Max
contrect
made
After the
thoroughbred horse to Max Levy, the
VESTED TO READ OUR ADVER When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Dr.
sell
J.
the Alameda to
The Hymeneal State.
broker, and Max will try and keep Frost to
ROSEN WALD BROS.
TISEMENT.
Wheat, write to
o
ahead of the diift.
Two of Socorro county's most charm
FAT VS. BRAINS.
Statehood.
ing young ladies became brides within
JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.
BELEN, N. M.
Willie Frank. Jr., came in from
where be had been in school, and Food
the past few days. Last Saturday Miss
NewspapMakes
That
Brilliant
was met. by his brother from l.os
l.hiiia Hruton was met at Benson,
ers.
Together they leit for home.
Ariz., by G. L. Johnson, a prominent
Nervous prostration cannot continue young gentleman of Bisbee. and a quiet
Hoyt and wito have transArthur
ferred to W. A. l.ane. lor the consid- if the right kind of food Is used, but wedding t)ound thorn together as man
eration of $2,150, i, art of lot 5 and all food that will build fat does not always and wife.
Perhaps they are sore and
of lot t In block '., or the Juan Jose contain the elements necessary for re
The same day Miss Esma left San
building the soft gray matter in the Marcial for Benson, the
lopez addition to E:ist I. us Vegas.bound weak, from constant cougheast
Michael Brueger. one ot New Mex- n rve centers.
train bore her sister. Miss Music, as
Prompt Attention
A lady tells how she got well from passenger for New York city, where, ing.
ico's pioneers, passed to his reward
How is this? Have Mail Orders Receive
Grape-Nutu
ulng
Food.
"I
Breakfast
Autoni-biwas
o.
The
deceased
shortly alter her arrival, she became
at
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching:
German immigrant and was 71 yearj was treated by several physicians at the wife of George Sands, an attache you forgotten about the cough
My
promAinAlbuqueraue New Mexico.
hospital.
was
Street
North
the
disease
Flrit
age.
501
of
of the New York Journal,
The Indies taking the kindergarten ced neurasthenia (nervous prostraThe young ladles are the daughters medicine your grandmother
teacher's rouire gave a pleasant enter- tion.) The doctors gave me various of Mrs. M. E. Bruton. the owner of gave you fifty years ago,
tainment at the Normal last nislit to perve tonics without producing any numerous herds of rattle and a large
about forty of their friends, with a kin- beneficial results. I finally got so weak ranch located near Rosedale. They Aycr's Cherry Pectoral?
Flour, Feed, Provision, Hay
dergarten program, which made much that I could not work either physically were educated in the cast and the presre-ov
and drain.
mentally.
fun. lees and takes were served as
ent Mrs. Sands graduated from the Ask your doctor how many
"About two years ago I began the Boston Conservatory of Music with
rehhment8.
he
has
years
prescribed
it.
Imported French and Italian
Mrs. Helen R. Slusser and daughter use of Crape Nuts and a marked im high honors. With attractive personDEALERS IN
"An eminent physician told me I
Mrs. H. J. Dowds, of Canton. Ohio, ar- provement set In at once. In eight alities, lovable dispositions and a full
Qoods.
I took
rived from Los Angeles and will visit weeks I had regained my strength. add. share of the other graces to much ad- certainly had consumption.
GROCERIES AND LIOOORS.
their relatives, Hon. Jefferson and could do my old work even better than mired in perfect womanhood, these Ayer's Cherry Pectoral and it comSole agenta for San Aatonlo Lime.
Hon. Joshua S. Raynolds. The ladies before, tnat of writing for the press two New Mexico brides are well quali- pletely cured me."
Name fied to bring happiness ami prosperity
Mrs. S. L. Yeager, Oxford, Ktns.
are returning from the woman's club All honor given to
Free delivery to al l parts of tke elty.
given by l'ostum Co., Battle Creek to the homvs over which they are to lie, Hi., SI.M.
J. C. AYU CO., Uwcil, JUo.
convention at Los Angeles.
Telephone 147.
ju, 215, 217 North Third Street
preside. San Marcial Bee.
John Gerhart, a prominent old time Mich.
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Poor Little Sick Stomach

BUSINESS LOCALS.

Railroad Topics

Economize by trading at The Econo--;
-

mist.

Copper, tin and galvanized Iron
that's what's the matter, and if this
It's over-loade- d;
work. Whitney company.
a
Cascarct
he'll be a sick boy all over.
boy
don't
get
It will pay you to see Hall & Learn-arTmerroBsssssBama
thingl
good
a
of
much
That's what we are all
Too
before
purchasing
piano.
a
J. J. Ross, an electrician at the local Colorado Midland road. Mr. Went-wortliable to take. Grown up, sensible people will someNo tuberculosis preservaline or colcomes to Colorado from the
shops, has resigned and V. E. Armour
times do it and make themselves sick. "In time of
Gould lines in the east. He was form- oring in Matthews' Jersey milK.
is his successor.
peace prepare for war," and have about the house a
Kleinwort's la the place to get your
"Snapper" Hale, on the extra board erly superintendent and late general
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
pleasant, perfect, palatable, positive medicine for
as a fireman, has resigned, and will en- superintendent of the 'Frisco line.or He
suwas transferred to the position
meat.
gage in some other occupation.
stomach, sick headache, colic, winds, belching,
sour
at
Mountain
Iron
perintendent of the
Demlng has an abundance of water
J. II. Haskell and family of El Paso, De Soto. Mo., from which place he
biliousness,
furred tongue, lazy liver, constipation,
are in the city. He was in the employ comes to Grand Junction. Denver Re for Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
bad taste, all liable to result from
breath,
bad
gardens.
of the Southern Pacific freight office publican.
in the good things of life. Cascarcts
Buy lota and build in Dealing. Your
at El Paso.
The Bee says: E. W. Brown, of San rental returns will be 20 per cent, on
Candy
are what you want. Eat and drink
Cathartic
Frank Zunk, machinist, has moved Marcial, has instituted proceedings
what and as much, as you please. A tablet after a
Into a more comfortable house across against the Santa Fe Railway compa the investment.
big meal will prevent sickness, or a tablet at night
Orders taken for every known make
the street from his old residence, No. ny, asking for $10,000 damages for
612 South Second street.
before going to bed, after a good time, will fix you
breach of contract. The railroad com- of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
John Heckler, the old retired engin- pany agreed to deliver 300 head of Hardware company.
all right for morning, and let you get up clear as a
eer, who has been in the Santa Fe hos- horses in Denver In good condition.
Demlng Is a great health resort
bell, ready for business or pleasure.
Vegas,
recoverslowly
is
pital, at Las
From San Marcial to Denver so much has no superior In climate for the cure
Ttrit for the Bowtli. All druggltts. toe, ;c, 50c.
ing from a serious illness.
time was consumed In the transfer of of pulmonary troubles.
Hevtt told in bulk. The grnuine tablet stamped
C
C C. Guaranteed ta cure or your money back.
J. E. Saint of the Santa Fe Central, the stock that when the animals reachLook Into Kleinwort's market on
8amp1e and booklet free. Address
who was here yesterday on a visit to ed their destination they were in such North Third street He has the nicest
Remedy
Sterling
Company, Chicago or New York.
H2A
his family, left this morning for the bad shape that the British buyers fresh meats in the city.
broke off all negotiations with Mr.
Kennedy camp, up the road.
We are Bole agents for Wheeler &
for their purchase. Most of the
There has been a general "swap- Brown
Wiicon
sewing machines. Albert Fa-bc- A GOOD r? CM ABLE WATCH FOR
near
being
Den
pastured
are
shipment
ping" of engine crews at the Las Ve305 Railroad avenue.
ONLY
a
heavy
Is
in
loser
Brown
Mr.
and
ver
I
gas shops, engineers and firemen bevVhy buy high priced lots when you
consequence.
ing changed on different engines.
get them cheap in Deming now,
Ihe Las Vegas Optic says: What can
Albert Andrews, a former machinist promised
AGENTS FOR
certain advance assured?
with
interesting
little
an
be
to
at the Las Vegas shops, and his sister, event last Sunday was carefully
lincarry
variety
of
We
largest
the
Mrs. Theodore Rladhtll. left for Puebthe oleums and oil cloths in this city.
lo.
Mr. Andrews will go on to the guarded so as not to get intoroundpapers. The machinists at the
Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
east.
house have for some time had a griev
Demlng needs one hundred new
Whiting
Las
to
has returned
Paul
the company. They have houses to supply the demand, and
Vegas from Ms trip to England, where ance against
but
timeB
several
for
redress
asked
needs them now. This demand conhe went in the interest of several im- without effect. Last Sunday a man tinues
to grow.
portant air brake patents that he has was selected to bear the brunt of the
have your corsets made to
Ladies
Invented.
was
great
off.
So
blame and was laid
by a good corset maker, latest
It Is predicted that heavy steel rails, the protest that followed that he was order
straight front; best of material
better rolling stick, improved signals reinstated on Monday morning and stylo
and thp abolition of grade crossings things this week show a little improve uped; work guaranteed; & give us 403a
Lind,
trial. Mesdames Heap
will bring about an average railroad ment.
South Second street, Albuquerque, N.
speed of Foventy-flvmiles an hour
Echoes of the limited smash at Ca- - M.
before 1925.
ma. Mo., ten days ago are just reacn-InMrs. Isola Bambini, at her parlors
Topeka shops. Wednesday morn
Thomas White left this morning for
Chicago, and he was on crutches. He ing three cars of truck wreckage were at the corner of Railroad avenue and
Fourth street, is prepared to
was here connected with the electrical set in to the coach shop and In the North
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
plant at the local shops, and last Sat- same department baggage car No. 901 give
dressing, treat corns, bunions and inurday met with an accident In which and buffet 1300 made their appearance growing
nails. She gives massage
his foot was badly injured.
for accident repairs. The 901 has one
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. BamJ. A. Harlan, superintendent of the side slightly disfigured and the 1300 bini's own preparations of complexion
bridges and buildings on this division, evidently has been trying to slide to cream builds up the skin and improves
the
was at RIncon the past few days look- third; one corner Is badly stove In. outthe complexion, and are guaranteed
ing over the work in progress there on windows are broken and the whole
not to be injurious. She also prepares
bagworse
side
the
is
than
scratched
system.
He
eating
Harvey
new
the
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
gage car.
was in this city yesterday.
dandruff "nd hair falling out; restores
Nickle case, Stem Wind and Stem Set
The young ladies at the Alvarado
You life to dead hair; removes moles.
man can cure consumption.
a Dod reliable watch. Same watch In
are quite popular with the young gen- canNoprevent
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
though.
Nor
Wood's
Dr.
it
ladies' size, only $2.50, by mail 10c cooexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
tlemen of the city. The girls are all way Pine Syrup cures coughs, colds, a. trial.
extra.
good dancers and know how to entero
tain Arrangements are being planned bronchitis, asthma. Never fails.
MADAME PHILIPPS
now for numerous dancing parties.
Locomotive 8G4, the last of the Pitts
Sixty-fivmen interested in Arizona burg compounds to be received at To216 South Second Street
Used In the Medical Department of the
mining property will leave Chicago in peka, has been set up and went out to
Why have a salWholesale
and
Retail
Jeweler.
United States Army and Navy Service,
FAMILY
FOR
USE,
a snec'.al train of Pullmans over the Spencer on Wednesday, on its maiden
low complexion
THE DIAMOND PALACE. .
recognized as the purest stimulant In
CONVALESCENTS
Santa Fe today for a week's tour of trip In charge of Engineer Edward
large
blackheads,
AND INVALIDS.
Albuquerque, N. M.
the market. Recommended by the best
the mining districts of Arizona. It is Whitcomb and Fireman H. D. McNee- pores, red, rough,
to be run by the Braganza company
jily skin? Can be
medical authority in the land.
ly. It Is the last of the order of fif
PROFESSIONAL. CARDS
ured nermanent
A. B. Todd, newly appointed division teen which the American had with the
MINING
ly.
Superfluous
ENGINEER.
master mechanic for the Santa Fe at Santa Fe and most of which have been
Sold exclusively by
nair removed in
Winslow, Ariz., has held a foremanshlp set up at Topeka 6hops. They will all
V.
V.
CLARK,
from one to three
for the government at the Puget Sound find their way eventually to the divisI.IQt'OB DKAI.tKS,
Mining; and metallurgical engineer. 10
, WIIOLKSAI.t:
t;,l-Ll- l
. M.
minutes without West
navy yard. He also has been with the ion down this way to oe used permaOold avenue, n.juaupraue. N. M.
injury to the most
Specialties lieportH, purveys and maps,
Pennsylvania and Mexican Central nently.
and reduction works; mines and
dei.cate stun. Lifeless, falling hair, plana
systems in excellent capacities.
mining investments; second hand mining
What Thin Folks Need
natural color and brilliancy restored.
machinery;
custom assaying and analysis
The Topeka State Journal says How
Consultation tree. Shampooing, hair
ard Hunt, a rivet beater In the tank Is a greater power of digesting and as- dressing,
manicuring
and
OSTEOPATHY.
ladies
for
similating
King's
food.
Dr.
For
them
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
room of the round house, has abandon
They gentlemen. Hair work made to order.
ed railroading for the present. Friday New Life Pills work wonders.
Conner.
Dr.
BEARRUP BROS. & CO
Large
assortment
of
hair
human
organs,
regulate
digestive
tone
and
the
he took his time and will leave pres
frrndunte of Dr. A. T. Still's School
from $2 and upwards. Madam ofPort
Mo. laing trouently for Silver City, New Mexico, gently expel all poisons from the sys- switches
Osteopathy,
Kirkvllle.
appe- Phillips has a school now open for ble nnd all chronic diseases a specialty.
where he will pursue chemical studies. tem, enrich the blood. Improve
make healthy flesh. Only 25c at ladies who wish to be taught this line 23;Ofllee, Whltlntr building,164.rooms 21 and
The El Paso & Southwestern rail tite,
Automatic telephone,
of business.
road has built large stockyards on its all druggists.
DENTISTS
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any loading
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Eolectrlc Oil, the household remedy.
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ant happenings on the Santa Fe will yesterday. He lost four days' time.
Manuvl K de Acuua, of Escobosa,
Notice for Publication.
Final return limit October 31, 1902.
be published bv the Record, as usual
N. M., an.l Jose I). Quintana, of AlbuAgent
MYERS,
F. L.
Department of the Interior, Land Of querque, N. M.
but the engine news and doings of the
Will Cure Consumption.
fir,, at Santa Fe, N. M., April 12.
railroad shop employes, which were
MANUEL P. CTEHC. Register.
-- Finch.
A.
A.
Herrcn,
Ark.,
writes:
1002.
published for their benefit alone, will "Foley's Honey
CHILI) WI'AKNHSS.
and Tar Is the best
Notice Is hereby Riven that the fol
lie discontinued.
Homestead Emry No. 7'HH.J
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
lowing named settler has tiled notice
Notice for Publication.
A circular issued from the office of trouble.
I know that it has cured conYou can worry for months of
proof
In
to
make
final
Irs
intention
Manager Herbert, of the Denver k Rio sumption in the first stages." Alvarado
Department of tun Interior Land
support
claim,
of
his
said
and
that
(!:anle railroad announced the
Pharmacy.
about your weak child and not pro will be made before the register Olllee at Santa Fe, N. M., April 28,
of J. R- Went worth to bo
1902.
Garden
. For
The Topeka State Journal says: F. succeed in doing it a fraction or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M on July
superintendent of the RioClrande JuncNotice is hereby given that the folHi;.
l!io2,
viz:
Henabldez
for
J.tan
the
W.
Thomas,
newly
engineer
appointed
Rockwell,
R.
F.
vice
railroad,
(settler
lowing
notiee
has
filed
tion
named
Field and Plantation
SV, of NEU. KE'.i of NWU. NK'i of bis inteution
to make final proof In
transferred to Salida. Mr. Went worth's of testa, has arrived from the east and of the good that comes from el
9.
of
of
Sec.
and
mV4
NWli
SE'i
expected
was
to
assume
(Irand
the
duties
The
Junction
at
be
wnl
claim,
support of his
office
and that said
office today. The position has bet-little1 daily doses of Scott's T. N'.. K. 9 K.
WKITU I'OK CATALOGUE AT ONCE. 5
United
Rio (Jran.'e Jimct'nn railway extends
lie names the following witnesses to proof will be ma le before theView,
fropi Newcastle to Grand Junction and vacant since me resignation or lien
N.
at
East
commissioner
States
upon
pp.e his continuous residence
is used jointly by the- Rio (Irande anil Johnson a few months ago to become Emulsion.
II., on Juno 7, 19i)2, viz; Juan Chaves
and cultivation of fcaid land, viz:
superintendent of machinery for the
Romero, of Albuquerque, N. v Gavaldon, fur the SW'U, sec. 21, T. 6
L. W. I'cabody Is
Mexic an C ntr:il.
The cure of child weakness M...MidandresJose
5 E.
Tapia. Juan Romero and N.,lieIt. names
in that capacity. Mr. Peabody
the following witm sses
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders acting
retires from the fcvmta Fe service on is not the matter of a day but .Vi.nuel Mestas, of Old Albuquerque, to prove his continuous residence up-Seedsmen,
N. M.
engineer of tets for
lor children. Mother Gray, for years a June to
on ami cultivation of said land, viz:
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
&
DEY
54
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ST., NEW YOKK.
treatnurse In the Children's Home in New the St. Louis
Pnn Francisco, head- of steady common-sens- e
Jose Manuel Montoya, of ChiUi, N.
l
York, treated children successfully quarters at Springfield, Mo. For
Carpio
Apodaca
M.,
nnd
Ferea,
Isidoro
with a remedy, now prepare 1 and plar.
months Mr. Thomas has her n in- ment.
and Juan Jose Montoya. all of Tom on,
ed In the drug stores, called Mother specting ( ngines for the company at
Kmui-sio- n
N. M.
like
Children
Scott's
Children.
for
Cray's Sweet Powders
the Haldvvin locomotive works at PhilMANUEL n. OTERO
pleasant
They are harmless as milk,
adelphia, Pa., and prior to that was
Register.
it.
and
thrive
on
tor take and never fail. A certain cure engineer of tests for the Norfolk A
&TEVE LALLINCi, Prop.
We.-terfor ft verishness, constipation, headPerfectly harmless yet powerlie has held other positions
A.
ache, teething and stomach disorders of responsibility on eastern roads. He
We handle the finest line of LlQUor
and remove worms. At all drugelsts and his family have been stopping at ful for good.
FIRE INSURANCE
.
Oigara. AH patrons and frlec.'j
and
25c. Don't accept any substitute. Sam- the Throop since their arrival here. T.
Send for Free Sample.
RAILROAD AVENUE, Secretary Mutual Bu!ld!nf IssocIMcn cordially invited to visit tLe Iceberg.
206 WERT
ple sent free. Address Allen S. Olm K. Layden will continue as assistant
DOWN E, Chcnisu, 4 Pearl St., N. V.
SCOTT
109-11Btead, Le Roy, N. Y.
Office tX J. v. Baldrl'Jge'B Lv.'ibe? V ".
Louth jcond street
N. M.
engineer of tests.
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$3.50
THE MOST DELICIOUS
CRACKERS
MADE, AS WELL AS THE FINEST
BISCUITS, WAFERS AND CAKES,
COME FROMJ. L. BELL & CO.'S, BECAUSE THEIR GOODS ARE ABSOLUTELY FRESH.
THEY CARRY
NONE BUT THE BEST OF
THING. IN BOTH FANCY AND STAPLE GROCERIES, AND THEIR BUTTER IS DELICIOUSNESS ITSELF.

J. L. BELL
"cory

rig

& CO.

Nob. 118 and 120 South Second St.

Low cut shoes are popular for summer wear. We have them in all the
styles and shapes, light or heavy soles.
Ladles' black kid sandals, new line,

to $1.75.
Ladies' black vicl, Louis and opera
heels, $1.50 to $3.00.
Misses' spring heel oxfords and sandals, 2 to 6, $1.50 to $1.75.
Full line of men's Oxfords, $1.75 to
$1.25

81.00.

T. MUENSTERMAN.
CITY

Demlng, the gateway to the best
of Old Mexico.
Window shades in all colors and
Widths at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
Demlng, the railroad center of New
Mexico.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
In Demlng another good hotel Is
needed to accommodate the enormous
Increase of population.
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ROSEN WALD BROS.
Do you want stylisa and durable
shoes for your children and do you object to paying a very Ion? price for
these qualities? Then try a pair of our

8

to

11V4,

to 2, $1.85, at C. May's popular priced shoe store, 208 West Railroad avenue.
Wbltson Music company can sell you
pianos that have been sold In the territory for twenty years. People know
the quality of their goods. They are
the genuine articles. No Imitation.
Payments only $10 per month.
In Demlng tbe demand for rental
houses is five times In excess of the
,

supply.

Just received a large shipment of
Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Wax Beans. San Jose Market.
o
In Demlng you can buy lots for $100
hich will pay you 100 per cent. In less
than twelve months.

On beginning our 20th year in Albuquerque we propose to give a 20 per
cent discount on every cash sale (on diamonds 15 per cent) during the month
of May.

GUT THIS OUT
IT WILL PAY YOU

20

Curtains
For One Week Only,
One of those

.ddition

Ira

We will place on sale 170 pair Lace Curtains which we purchased
at half price, which will be sold same way. All Tapestry and
Chenille and Silk Stripe Madras Curtains, will be sold at 25
per cent reduction.

the-futur-

Mrs. Charles Mainz and children, the
family of
Mainz, were
passengers for Las Vegas last night.
where they will visit relatives for a
few weeks.
L. M. Barnes and wife, who were
here yesterday from Socorro, returned
to the south last night. They called on
the retail stores while in the territorial

All kinds of Table Covers

at a Reduction of 25 per cent

metropolis.
The Gentlemen's Driving associa
tion will ho.d a meeting tonight up
stairs over Zeiger's Cafe for the purpose of arranging a program of races
for the coming Sunday afternoon.
A meeting will be held at the Com
mercial club tonight at 8 o'clock, to Old 'Phone
New 'Phone ooocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
hear the report of the special commit
152
59.
tee sent to Washington on the military
post location. A full attendance of di
J. W. Edwards
rectors and citizens requested.
Two drunken men, who were around
rogressive Mortician and Em
town this morning begging on the
balmer.
strength of their Knights of Labor
cards, were run in this afternoon by Open day and night. Calls are
Nothing gives us greater satisfaction than to serve a 'customer
Policeman Cooper, Besides, begging,
attended to.
promptly
who wants to know all about the merits of the clothes he Intends to
the men are charged with indecent ex
buy. Such knowledge helps both the customer and us. Some clothAlso Sell Monuments
posure of person.
ing Is made to sell on Its flashy appearance. It will not stand inLady Margaret has been entered In Office and parlorN. Second
spection. That kind is not to be found here.
the 2:15 pace at the Trinidad.
which occur there on May 27
and continues for four days. 'Bob Col
lins is entered in the 2:35 and 2:22
pace. Both are Albuquerque pacing
horses and are owned by Joe Barnett. 1
Telephone Service 8
Peter H. Short, of the Twelfth bat
talion, New York fire department in a
"
Q 5
Ruppe, says he will 8
s
letter to
YOU WANT?
YJS- soon secure a leave of absence and will
visit Albuquerque and El Paso. He
hopes to be here on or about June 17,
will show the New
and the
Yorker many courtesies.
8 THE COLORADO TELEPHONE Q X
'
3vT '"
A sack of potatoes. In front of a
Tl " X. Q ''
!:
CO.
,
TELEGRAPH
.ND
A
Nv
t
JF
store today, was visited by six dogs
':
of different colors inside of 10 minutes,
:
actual time from a railroad time piece
'
held by a certain gentleman. Dealers
In vegetables cannot be too careful.
Dogs are numerous in Albuquerque,
likewise all over the country.
George W. Frazier, who was in the
On diamonds, watches or any good
hardware business with James Laurie security. Great bargains in watches
at Alamogordo but recently withdrew of every description.
from the firm, is here and will remain
a few days. George formerly resided
A. H. iaNOW,
in this city, and is nicely to again be 209 South Second street, few door
come permanently Identified with Al
north of ttttoffice.
buquerque in a business way. He la
up
looking
a location.
GENTLEMENl
The veterans of the G. K. Warren
Our selection of over two thousand
post. G. A. R. are arranging a fine
spring samples, comprising all the
program for Memorial day exercises.
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
at $10 to $15 and $18 are here for your Inspection. More than havo
judge Baker has consented to make
suitings, fancy vestings, overcoats
ever been displayed under one roof before in New Mexico;
re
while
others
have
address,
the
and fulldresb suits, are ready for
sponded to the invitation to make
your
&nd
Inspection. Our tailoring
short talks. At present it Is not
Also an Immense Line of New Boys'
styles are unexcelled and the prices
known whether the exercises will be
tain. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
held at the city park or in the big gos
215 South Second street.
to which we call particular attention. We have all the new things
pel tent on West Railroad avenue.
prices.
in two and three piece Suits at
Arrangements are being made to
Demlng has now a large Ice plant
have the Santa Fe ball team appear and eloctrlc light system under
here on Memorial day, May 3n. On the
R. R. Ave. Clothier
29th Santa Fe is to play at Socorro
on
play
stop
off
to
the Browns
and will
the 30th on their return home. Young
5ooooooooccooooooco
Rhodes, the crack Las Vegas pitcher.
w
is now playing wiiu Santa he and
OOCXDCXDCCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
likely be put In against the Albuquer
que boys. The Browns are to open the
season at El Paso on Sunday, June 1
II. F. Movers, a veteran of the Mex
ican ana Civil wars, was in town today
from his home in itrisco. He is on
crutches. A few days ago, while cross
ing the old condemned bridge across
the Rio Grande near old town, he
stenned off. falling to the ground. In
the fall he bauiy injured the right leg.
Mr. Myers is 78 years old, and. al
We have on hand 20 different
though suffering occasionally from old
WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE
styles of SIDEBOARDS, and to
battle wounds, the government has
overlooked the fact that he is entitled
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.
which
room
a
left
car
make
for
to a pension.
Chicago on the 14th, we will
Don't forget the big dance Saturday
Plows, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay
quote 20 per cent discount on
May 24, at Orchestrion hall. Music by
James Devine and Mrs. Berry. Ad
20
these boards for the next
NAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
mission 35 cents, ladies free. Refresh
days.
mcnts.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
o
PLUMBERS AND TINNERS.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

LOOK INTO IT!
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Shirts
IN ALL
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$1.25
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CLUETT'S
FINE. MADRAS P
AND
FANCY
CHEVIOT Jo
INCLUDING
NOBBY g
SHJRTS
PLEATED BOSOMS IN THE g
MOST STYLISH EFFECTS
jo

$1.75
BLUE
MEN

SERGE

20

20
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SUITS

FOR

S

by

.

road avenue.

O.W-STRON-

WHOLESALE HARDWARE

113115117 South First street.

G

"Phones:

&

SONS

I,'.

Aut. 21$; Bell, 85.

In Demlng good sale loans can br
had at better rates than In the old es
tablisbed towns.

521 West Rail
-

STOVE KEPAIRS.

20

Albuquerque, N.
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3

strong man for a fewWANTED
days. Ives, the florist.
Statehood.
ror extra quality without extra
price buy San Jose Market meats.
A

is

express every

morning 'c box, fresh loquots 13c lb.,
fresh apricots, wax beans, new pota
toes, fresh lUh, dressed broilers and
hens, everything in fresh meats at the
San Jose Market tomorrow.

Dressmaking parlor,

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.

Company

Presses

strawberries

$13.50 to $18.00

E. L. WASHBURN.

g

SIMON STFRN.The

h
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Suits

Our goods are mostly marked in plain figures. Cut out this coupon and
bring it with you; it will be accepted as
the purchase price of any
article in our stare (diamonds 15 per cent), thus a $10.00 watch can be bought
for $8.00 and one coupon. All other goods the same.
THE DIAMOND PALACE
7 T7
T71
T' I " I '
V
1 , Leading Jewelers, Railroad Avenue.
one-nft-

yfl

ONE THOUSAND NEW SUITS

PER CENT

One-fiftthe nvlrr Cif fir.v f.ish Pnrflmsp nt nnr stnrp ilurfnir thp tnnnth
of May. EvcTitt, tUe Lr.amoud Palace, Railroad Av. Diamonds 15 perct.

that Housekeepers are quick
There's a ring to these values that will
sales,

RIGHT-ON-TIM- E

to take advantage of.
surely interest you. Our entire Stock of Lace Curtains will
be sold at a reduction of 25 per cent,

I

$1.50; 12

Vrt

Lace am Muslin

cases.
Last night the three motherless little
children of Al Thelin, the barber, were
sent to Kansas City, where they will
with their
reside in

Col-rac-

NEWS.

SALE OF

Sol. Block, who has been laid up
with rheumatism at his home in this
city, expects to leave for Grants, out
west, tonight.
Mrs. iv. B. Clark and children, from
Wlngate station on the Santa Fe Pacific, is in the tlty on a visit to relatives and friends.
Major Ernest Meyers, of the Meyers-Abe- l
company, is laid up for repairs
at his room in the Commercial club.
He is suffering with lumbago.
Mrs. Minnie Ward Patterson, mother
of Prof. George Leo Patterson, left
Inst niht for El Paso, where she will
visit friends for a few weeks.
Two young mountain lions, billed
from Silver City and consigned to the
Zoological park of New York city,
passed through the city this morning.
Manager Klooz of the Alvarado yesterday received a telegram from Louisville, Ky relatives announcing there
was a heavy fall of snow there yesterday.
Hay fever has about disappeared
from the victims of the past few
weeks, and colds, bordering on pneumonia, are reported in a number of

Do Not Miss This Sale Of All Sales.

Oxfords and Slippers

Blue Ribbon school shoes

Received,

Golden Rule Dry Goods Go's

rancy.

WITH A PAIR OF THESE OXFORDS ON YOUR FEET YOU
MAY BE SURE TO HAVE THE
BEST. THEY ARE MADE ON
MODERN LASTS, OF CARE-FwLLSELECTED VELOUR
A
KID;
LEATHER
THAT
DOES NOT SKIN, TAKES A
FINE POLISH AND IS EASY
ON THE FOOT. THEY HAVE
MEDIUM ETENSION SOLES,
AND
TOES
ARS
ROUND
SOLID ALL THROUGH.

Sole Agents for Standard Patterns.
Mail Orders filled same day

Goods People Wants.
Prices People Likes.
Matchless Values.

Kns.
George Rivers was this morning sentenced to 10 days by Judge Crawford
for selling flash jewelry and for vag-

ALWAYS ATTRACTIVE
iff.

'pCxOCOCOOOOOOCXDOOCOOOOOOO

Jerome Malette, the pharmacist nt
n. Ruppp's drug store, now resides at
No. 212 WeRt Finning avenue.
The order for the new uniforms for
the Italian band was sent this morning
to M. C. Lilley & Co., at Columbus, O.
J. C. Fox. wlin was here on a visit
to his brother. H. E. Fox, left this
morning, for his home at Atchison,1

20

ooeoooooocooooc

Horradaile

& Co.,
117 Gold Ave.
o

Ruppe's dru
evtry night.

store open all night

PIONEER BAKERY
First street

BALLING BROU., Proprietors.

Wedding :Cake :a : Specialty
We desire patronage, and we
guarantee first-clas- s
baking.
207 8. First street, A'buquerque, N.

M,

